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CHAPTER I. 
INTROLUCTION 
Iowa, in the early years of the Twentieth Century, was the 
soene of bitter factionalism within the ranks of the Republioan 
party. This was Ita turbulent period in Iowa politioal history, 
when ohange was being made from an older order to a newer one in the 
1Republican party. It Two groups emerged as proponents of the diveZ'­
gent views. One was oalled the IIStandpatters. It The name defined 
their attitude toward any major changes in what they regarded as 
orthodox Republicanism. The other group was known as the "Progres­
sive" branoh of the party, and similarly, this designation gave 
some evidence of their receptivity toward change and new ideas in 
Republican policies. However, these names provided only oonvenient 
labels, as many shades of political coloring existed between them, 
and probably only a few adherents Within each group represented the 
extreme of either position. 
One important factor contributing to the division of Iowa 
Republicans was the development of a conoept called the "Iowa Idea." 
This term was used following the writing of the state Republioan 
platform in 1901. One olause in that platform had demanded modifi­
lEmory English to Elbert W. Harrington, April 10, 1937, 
Emers()n Hough PaRers, Vol. 1)0. 
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cation of tariff sohedules to prevent the sheltering, of monopoly. 
This statement was to be the cause of much diffioulty for the 
Republicans of Iowa., The "Iowa Idealf was adopted by Albert Baird 
Cummins, who was Governor of Iowa from 1902 to 1908. His name 
became widely associated with the "Iowa Idea" and he was often con­
sidered to be the author of the statement. This "idea" oaused 
bitter controversy among Iowa Republioans; acquired different 
meanings according to the politics of the interpreter; and con­
tributed eventually to the national split of the Republican party. 
In the decade 1900 to 1910, Iowa enjoyed considerable 
influence in national affairs. This was one reason why the upheaval 
in Iowa had. national implications. Two Iowans, Leslie M. Shaw and 
James Wilson were members of Roosevelt's cabinet; the first serving 
as Secretary of the Treasury, and the latter as Secretary of Agricul­
ture. Senators William Boyd Allison and Jonathan P. Dolliver were 
Iowa Senators with more than statewide influence. Senator Allison, 
in conjunction with Senators Spooner of Wisconsin, Aldrioh of 
Rhode Island and Platt of Connecticut, was part of a quartet in the 
Senate referred to as the "Big Four." Senator Dolliver pl83ed a 
leading part in the movements for railroad. regulation and tariff 
reform. George E. Roberts, publisher of the E:ort Dodge Filessenger, 
was the Direotor of the United States Mint. Iowans also occupied 
key positions in the HOUSEl of Representatives. Congressman 
Henderson had suoceeded Reed as Speaker of the House and Congress­
3 
man Hepburn was chairman of the House Committees on Foreign Relations 
and Interstate Commerce. 
With so many of Iowats citizens serving in positions of 
importance in the national government, political turmoil in the 
state neoessarily produoed repercussions in Washington. Opinions 
and pronouncements by Iowans, especially the "Progressive" Governor: 
Cummins and his friends, were often heard in the nationt scapital 
and aroused heated reaction from some members of the influential 
Iowa g7:oup. This reaction was particularly vehement whenever 
opinions publicized by the "Progressive ll element in Iowa seemed to 
be heretioal statements for those who professed adherence to 
Republican dogma. 
The yean 1904 l'las a presidential election year, and most 
I1Standpatters lt were anxious to avoid serious intra-party strife so 
as not to jeopardize Republican Congressional and Whi.te House 
aspirations. The views of Cummins and the publicity attendant to 
the "Iowa Idea" were considered as dangers to Republican election 
chances and assaults against orthodox Republican doctrine. 
The party strife in Iowa was a forecast of events that were 
to take place in other Republican states as nprogressivism" became 
a national movement. The emergence of the "Iowa Idea" as a motive 
for this schism, and the midwestern and national ramifications of 
this internecine confliot are the principal objectives of this 
study. 
CHAPTER II 
THE 1901 AND 1902 PLATroRMS 
I. CUI~1INS' BACKGROlJND 
To properly assess the "Iowa Idea, n the Viel-IS of its ohief 
exponent require examination. Why did A. B. Cummins espouse the 
oause of tariff refo~n and reoiprocity? He had been a successful 
corporate lawyer in partnership with Carroll Wright of Des Moines. 
The firm had served as legal representative of railroads; Ugas and 
water oompanies in Des .Moines; and a number of oentral Iowa indus­
tries. ,,1 Cummins was supported in politioal life by bankers, 
insuranoe and railroad exeoutives, manufacturers, and large land­
2 
owners. For a person with suoh professional and politioal 
affiliations to espouse tariff reform appeared paradoxioal, yet 
Cummins was not a lackey of these vested interests but retained his 
independenoe. 
An investigation of the letters and speeohes of Cummins sheds 
some light on the souroes of his opinions. In September, 1901, 
speaking in Centerville, Iowa, !jlr. Cummins deolared: 
lxenneth C. Acrea. , "IO't-Ta Gubernatorial Campaign of 1906: The 
Conservative Attaok on Cummins," (unpublished Master's thesis, Drake 
University, Des Moines, 1964), p. 12. 
2Ibid., p. 28. 
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That oommanding intelleot whioh dominated the affairs o~ 
his time, the apostle of proteotion, that supreme Amerioan, 
that leader of the people and idol of his party, James G. 
Blaine, years ago pointed out that there were instanoes in 
whioh, for the benefi t of our own manufacturers, working­
men, farmers, produoers and oonsumers, we oould well afford 
to reduce or abolish, as to a partioular nation, our tariff 
upon oertain imports, provided that suoh nation 'Would like­
wise reduce or abolish its tariff upon our exports to its 
oonsumers. It was not inconsistent with the idea of pro­
tection. On the oontrary, tariff duties were necessary in 
order to furnish a basis for the reoiprocity that Blaine 
proposed • • • .1 
Speaking in Pittsburgh, Cummins deolared that Blaine was: 
• • • the most persuasive advooate that proteotion ever 
had, and was the first man who planted in the Amerioan mind 
a living oonoeption of the funotion of reoiprooity. Mora­
over, he was, with respect to these sUb~eots, the most 
acoomplished statesman of the Republio. 
Another prominent Republioan influenoe upon Cummins was 
William :MoKinley and the ideas he expressed in his last speeoh in 
Buffalo, September 5, 1901. In a talk delivered December 12, 1903, 
to the Merchants Association of Boston, the Iowa Governor deolared: 
The reoiprooity whioh I have outlined is the reciprooity 
for which I believe Blaine expended his maturest wisdom and 
which he illuminated with the best~ thoughts of his ripest 
years. It is the reoiproci ty which 11cKinley saw as he 
uttered his last word to the Amerioan people.3 
~ia.nusoript oopy of speeoh, Cummins Papers, Telegrams and 
Speeohes, Box 29, File 114. 
~llanusoriPt oopy of speech, Cummins Papers, Speeohes, Box 30, 
Fila 119. 
3Manusoript copy of speeoh, Cummins Papers, Speeches, Box 30, 
File 119. 
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lilcKinley had declared in his speeoh in Buffalo: 
A system which provides a mutual exchange of commodities 
is manifestly essential to the continued healthful growth 
of our export trade., We must not repose in the fancied 
security that we can forever sell everything and buy little 
or nothing. If such a thing were possible it would not be 
best for us or for those with whom we deal. We should take 
from our customers such of their products as we can use 
without harm to our industries and labor. 
Reoiprooity is the natural outgrowth of our wonderful 
industrial development under the domestic poliey now firmly 
established. What we produce beyond our domestic consump­
tion must have a vent abroad. The excess must be relieved 
through a foreign outlet, and we should sell everywhere we 
can, and buy wherever the buying will enlarge our sales 
and productions, and thereby make a greater demand for 
home labor. 
The portion of the speech which might have appealed especially 
to Governor Cummins asserted: 
The period of exclusiveness is past. The expansion of' 
our trade and commerce is the pressing problem. Commercial 
wars are unprofitable. A policy of good will and friendly 
trade relations will prevent reprisals. Reciprocity 
treaties are in harmony with the spirit of the time; 
measures of retaliation are not. 
If, perchance, some of our tariffs are no longer needed 
for revenue or to encourage and protect our industries at 
home, why should they not be employed to extend and 
promote our markets abroad?2 
IFrancis Curtis, The Republioan Party (New York: G. P.. 
Putnam's Sons, 1904), pp. 524-530. 
~bid. 
7 
During the administration of President McKinley, the Dingley 
Tariff had been passed "which gave the President a green light to 
proceed with reciprocity negotiations."l The American diplomat who 
negotiated these agreements was an Iowan, John A. Kasson, who 
accepted McKinley's offer of Minister Plenipotentiary to negotiate 
reciprocity treaties as head of a reciprocity commission with 
2
offices in the State Department. Cummins referred to these Kasson 
treaties in one of his speeches: 
President MoKinley, proceeding upon the hypothesis that 
the Dingley Act meant what it said, immediately appointed 
John A. Kasson, a distinguished statesman and diplomat, to 
conduct negotiations for the state department, looking to 
reciprocal treaties • • • , and in the years 1899 and 1900 
he, on behalf of the United States, signed treaties with 
France, with Great Britain •••' with Denmark, ••• with 
Nicaragua, Ecuador, and Argentina. These treaties were all 
transmitted to the sena.te by President MoKinley, with his 
recommendation for their ratification, and they have ever 
since remained l'11 thout action, either favorable or 
unfavorable. 3 
Two of Cummins' supporters wrote to him in 1902 and praised 
his work. The writers stated that they hoped the work that Cummins 
was doing would "bear abundant froi t toward convincing the Repub­
~dllard Younger, John A. Kasson (Iowa City: State Historical 
Society of Iowa, 1955), p. 364. 
3roanuscript copy of speech, n.d., Cunuains Papers, Speeches, 
Box 30, File 119. 
~lt'tJI;-------------­
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licans of this Nation as to the desirability of perpetuating the 
masterly policy of Blaine, Kasson, and McKinley. ,,1 
That Blaine, McKinley and Kasson did inf'luence the thinking 
of Governor Cummins cannot be denied, but the extent of this inf'lu­
ence is open to question. To assert that these were the only 
influences in the molding of Cummins' tariff and reciprocity ideas 
is an over-simplification. He was also undoubtedly inf'luenced by 
the "awakening sentiment that gripped the whole country after 1901, II 
when lithe whole country arose in revolt against the rule of the con­
servatives • • • Cummins was concerned about business becoming 
so powerful that it could Itcorrupt governmental processes 'l and he 
was fearful of monopoly threatening the interests of investors and 
3consumers. "The principle that the government of the United States 
and the government of the state shall be conducted by its men, and 
not by its corporations, is nearer to the hearts of the people than 
any article of partisan fa! th, 1\ the Governor declared. 4 
10ce B. Jackman and H. L. Carroll to Cummins, December 11, 
1902, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 7, File 27. 
~lbert W. Harrington, itA Survey of the Political Ideas of 
Albert B. Cummins, It Iowa Journal .2f Histog and Politics, XXXIX 
(October, 1941), p. 364. 
3Ibid• 
4pamphlet, The Workingman and His 'rrue Friends, Cummins 
Papers, Scrapbooks, Vol. II. 
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became associated, in the minds of Iowa farmers,Cummins' name 
with the virtues of honesty, integrity and capability when he was 
chosen as an attorney representing the Farmers' Protective Association 
against the barbed wire trust earlier in his career. liB. F. Gue said 
of him, 'He was matched against the ablest patent lawyers in the 
country, and in every conflict proved equal to the occasion, winning 
a national reputation. , ,,1 Albert Cummins believed that government 
ought to be a social agency, declaring, "Governments are created 
first, to provide for the public welfare; second to prescribe and 
enforce private rights. ,,2 The Constitution was a Itcommand to look 
after the welfare of the people, rather than a mere injunction 
against invading rights of the states.,,3 
The Iowa Governor was not opposed to corporations as such. He 
once said that he did not view the association of men in corpora­
tiona with alarm and that much of the material development of this 
nation was due to corporations.4 However, he continued by saying 
that the laws for oorrecting the evils of the trusts should not be 
IHarrington, .21!.. oit., p. 341. 
2carroll P. Hurd, "Iowa's Place in the Insurgent Movement of 
1909 - 1912," (unpublished IAaster's thesis, Drake University, 
Des Moines, 1949), pp. 43-44. 
3Harrington, ££. oit., p. 359. 
4Iowa State Register, February 1, 1900, Allison Papers, 
Scrapbooks, Vol. 503. 
lQ 
'~henever a monopoly is attained 
passed by men who were themselves closely associated with the trusts 
and interested in the perpetuation of the evils of trusts. l 
Cummins' concept of the role of government was related to his 
tariff views since he believed that, 
in any protected commodity, that, pending the maintenanoe of the 
monopoly, the tariff duty upon it should be suspended" to be again 
imposed whenever substantial competition appears.,,2 
The Iowa Governor's devotion to the rights of the common 
people over the rights of corporations undoubtedly reflected the 
influence of the democratic society in which he grew up in Ohio and 
Pennsylvania. 3 The family history was simple, in the style of the 
American ideal of humble beginnings. His father had been a farmer, 
carpenter, and contractor. Albert was the oldest of eleven children 
and learned carpentry While attending school. He was a student at 
Waynesburg College, WB\YUesburg, Pennsylvania for three years, working 
his wa;y as a carpenter, farm hand and school teacher. At nineteen, 
he borrm-led fifty dollars from an uncle "and started west to make his 
fortune. ,,4 Following this, Cummins held jobs as carpenter, express 
2Cummins to Lyman Abbott, November 12, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 1. 
3Harringion, ..2.12. cit., p. 342. 
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offioe clerk, assistant surveyor of Allen County, Indiana, and 
finally division engineer of oonstruotion for the Cinoinnati, Richmond, 
l
and Fort W~e Railroad.
In a Chautauqua address, Cummins described the common people 
as having no other interest in government except that which was 
shared by "all their fellows. II He asserted: IIThey are the men and 
women to ~qhom the laws of the land can grant no peculiar advantage. ,,2 
Cummins did not oonsider himself to be a "man of the people in a 
social sense" inasmuoh as he entertained the new and old elite of 
Des Moines and was associated socially with prominent central Iowa. 
families. 3 
Many times in the d83s of the populari ty surrounding the "Iowa 
Idea," Cummins was accused of being a demagogue and using the a.llure­
ment of tariff reform and appeal to the masses over corporate wealth 
as a facade to achieve noteriety and fame. 4 Suoh accusations were 
probably bound to be charged however, to any Republioan who 'Would 
voice different, and potentially ohallenging opinions, to the firmly 
entrenched "Standpat" element. 
lIbid., p. 343.
 
2Ibid., pp. 360-61.
 
3Acrea,~. cit., p. 12. 
4George W. Dunham to Allison, Ootober 30, 1902, Allison Papers, 
Vol. 346., 
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Thus a variety of forces were, and had been at work, in the 
shaping of the Iowa Governor's "progressive" views. Some of these 
forces were to be constant reference points as Cummins moved into the 
central politioal arena of the Iowa Governorship where he gathered 
more adherents J) and opponents, and began to be a greater "problemIt 
for the "Standpatters. n 
II. THE 1901 PLATFORM 
In 1901, the Republicans of Iowa incorporated statements into 
their state platform that proved to be the cause of much difficulty 
and provided the basis for the "Iowa Idea. II The Tariff and Trust 
Resolutions of that platform asserted: 
That we stand by the historio polioy of the Republican 
party in giving protection to home industries and point fOr 
its ample vindioation to the extraordinary rapidity with 
which our national resources have been developed and our 
industrial and finanoial independence secured. We favor. 
such ohanges in the tariff from time to time as become 
advisable through the progress of our industries and their 
ohanging relations to the commerce of the world. We indorse 
the policy of reoiprocity as the natural complement of 
protection and urge its development as neoessary to the 
realization of our highest commercial possibilities. 
That we assert the sovereignty of the people over all. 
corporations and aggregations of capital and the right 
residing in the people to enforce such regulations, restric­
tions or prohibitions upon corporate management as will 
protect the individual and sooiety from abuse of the poyer 
whioh oombinations of oapital wield. We favor such amend­
ments of the interstate commeroe act as will more fUlly 
carry out its prohibition of discrimination in rates and 
13 
aQY modifioation of the tariff sohedules that maY be required 
to prevent their affording a shelter to monopoly.l 
The final seotion of the platform, concerning the tariff being 
adjusted to prevent its being used as a "shelter to monopolyll was the 
most controversial part of the resolutions and came to represent, in 
most minds, the "Iowa Idea." The actual name, as given here, was 
attributed to a reporter named Walter Wellman. Wellman wrote two or 
three articles describing what Cummins was attempting to do with the 
2Iowa platform as the "Iowa Idea. It 
The platform had been written by George E. Roberts, publisher 
of the Fort Dodge Messenger. At the time of the writing of the Iowa 
Republioan platform in 1901, Roberts was Direotor of the United States 
Mint. He had "assisted in writing several State platforms of the 
Republican party. ,,3 Roberts had made the subject of finance his 
speoialty in the oampaign of 1892 and had prepared many articles on 
the tariff.4 The tariff planks were written in Senator Dolliver's 
hotel room, by Roberts during the 1901 Iowa Republican Convention in 
IGeorge E. Roberts, "The Origins of the 'Iowa Idea, I" Iowa 
Journal of History ~ Politics, II (January, 1902), p. 69. 
2Cummins to D. A. Valentine, December 22, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 11. 
3Lesliel.! Histo;;:y E! the RePH:blioan Party; (New York: Judge 
Publishing Company, 1902), p. 212. 
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approved by Dolliver and were 
enroute to 'Washington 
The latter 
1Cedar Rapids. The statements were 
"regarded as an expression of his views.,,2 
In early September, 1901, Dolliver was 
and stopped in Canton, Ohio to visit President MoKinley. 
had a copy of the Iowa platform on his desk and told Dolliver that he 
intended to include parts of it in his speech in Buffalo on Septem­
ber 5. The President I1commended the tariff deolaration asserting 
that tariff reform, especially through reciprocity agreement, was to 
be a feature of his second administration.,,3 MoKinley was unable to 
follow this plan because of his assassination after the Buffalo 
address. The Iowa platform was compatible with McKinley's views but 
in all probability did little to shape them. The President's ideas 
on the tariff and reciprocity were formed long before the "Iowa Ideall 
was enunciated. 
In commenting upon the framing of the 1901 Iowa Republican 
platform, Roberts had urged that the language was intended to be a 
"liberalizing" influence without "proposi.ng sudden or revolutionary 
changes. ,A He further stated: 
a rigid policy of exclusion and isolation cannot be made 
the permanent policy of a great people possessed of the 
IThomas R. Ross, Jonathan Prentiss Dolliver (Iowa City: 
State Historioal Society of Iowa, 1958~, p. 168. 
2Ibid., p. 169. 
4Robartu, ~. cit., p. 71. 
15 
written I'to be 
This 
issue of deep 
not 
natural resouroes and advantages with whioh the United States 
are endowed, and that it would be a. fatal error to allow the 
policy of protection to be so interpreted. I 
According to Roberts, the trust resolution was 
something more than a vague deolaration whioh points to no specific 
abuse and promises nothing in particular • • • • ,,2 Finally, he 
argued that the 1901 platform was not seeking so much to destroy 
Oi'.	 monopoly as to proteot sooiety from the l1evils of monopoly.1l3 
point, as will be noted throughout the study, became an 
contention between the tli'O party factions. The "Standpatters, If 
always analyzing before speaking, boldly asserted that the 190Lplat­
form meant using tariff revision to eliminate trusts. A careful 
reading of Cummins' and Roberts t statements on this point does not 
support the lIStandpat" line of argument. 
At the time of its enunciation, the platform elicited little 
dissent in the Republican press and Roberts has suggested that, if 
Repub1ioans from other states were upset by what they might have 
thought to be departure from reoognized party tenets, some restrain­
ing influenoe might have been expected upon the statements of MoKinley 
lIbid. 
2Ibid• 
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However, his speech had the "same spirit as the Im.a 
to contain anything of 
evidenced by the following Eastern editorial 
1in Buffalo. 
sentiment. ,,2 
That the Iowa platform did not seem 
great controversy was 
comments concerning the action of Iowa Republicans: 
The platform presents no striking features, ••••
 
Protection and reciprocity, its complement, were all
 
becomingly framed, admired and indorsed. 3
 
.AJ3 party platforms go in these days, this is a 
4courageous, conservative and sane deliverance •••• 
The controversy oaused by the Iowa platform was primarily due 
to the interpretations put upon the wording. Governor Cummins endorsed 
the platform and in commenting about it later, stated: 
A great many of our Republioans paid no attention to this 
part of the platform, and accepted it as one of those rhetorical 
flourishes whioh read well, but which are to be forgotten the 
moment the convention adjourns. I did not so treat it, but 
made it the SUbject of a good marw speeohes, ••••5 
AB mentioned above, the ideas broached in the platform coin­
6
cided with some of Cummins' previous statements. When the Iowa 
lIbid., PP. 72-73. 
2Ibid• 
3Editorial in the Nermrk I'Jews, Au.gust 9, 1901, Gummins Papers, 
Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
4Editorial in the Fort Dodge ~essen~r, August 20, 1901, 
ci ting the New York Korld, n.d. 
5Cummins to D. A. Valentine, December 22, 1904, Cummins Pa.pers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 17. 
6See p. 9 for Cummins' remarks of early 1900. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Governor sought to amplify the platform in later speeches, the 
"Standpatters" began to question the 1901 statement and the interpra­
tations put upon it. 
The interpretations by Cummins came in many speeches made 
throughout the Uni ted States. as the Iowa Governor gained notice from 
his assooiation with the cause of tariff revision. One galling state­
ment, in the eyes of the "Standpatters" was made by Cummins in April, 
1902, in a talk delivered in 1-l1nneapolis when he asserted that, "the 
oonsumer is better entitled to competition than the producer is to 
1protection where the produoer is a monopoly." 
On Ootober 10, 1902, Cummins further elaborated his views in 
a speech to the Marquette Club of Chioago: 
Proteotion is the essential principle of republicanism; 
but competition is the eternal law of industrial life. We 
should and will enforce both; but if temporarily wealth 
ignores the latter and erects itself into a monopoly, then 
the consumer has a better right to oompetition than the 
producer has to protection. Competition we must have; that 
of the Republic if possible; that of the World if necessary. 
The experience of the past few years, ••• has shown us 
that ambitious spirits are able to establish w1d maintain 
monopolies in some of the important products of industry, 
and with respect to these things it is self-evident that 
the tariff duties, in some measure, are a shelter, because 
~oberts,.2.12. cit., p. 74· 
18 
the Iowa Governor suggested 
single producer, 
their rightful sWSlf. 2 
they deprive US of the opportunity to invite competition 
from other lands. l 
Referring to the Iowa platform, 
that: 
The Republicans of Iowa s~ that when trade in any
 
protected commodity reaches the point of a
 
the tariff duty upon the commodity shall be suspended
 
until the laws of business resume
 
Statements such as these served only to alarm the "Standpatters." 
They asserted that Cummins was a "tariff-ripper,1l "free-trader," and, 
most reprehensible of all, was espousing Democratic ideas. As will 
be pointed out further in the study, Cummins sought to define pre­
cisely what he was suggesting in his statements. Generally these 
ideas were not as radical as was imagined by many who read and heard 
his statements, but did not analyze them. 
On October 6, 1902, Congressman Hull of Iowa stated that he 
did not know what the "Iowa Idea" meant because of confusing asser­
tions by Iowa newspapers. He declared that if it stood for free trade, 
he was against it. If it meant revising the tariff along the lines of 
prot ec ~on, e was ...t · h for ~t.3 Such confusion was typical, as many in 
Iowa and the nation sought to pin-point the meaning of the concept. 
The fact that the "Iowa Idea" could be interpreted in many di:fferent 
lIbid., p. 75. 
2Ibid• 
3J. A. fr. HulL to Perkins, October 6, 1902, Perkins Papers. 
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WB\Y8 only added to the confusion for those trying to untangle its 
real substance. Cummins sought to explain and delimit the term, 
trying to persuade his opponents that he 'VIas not the I'ogre" they 
claimed. However, even he had difficul ty wi th the "idea" as was 
evidenced by the following comment: 
It is not easy to define the phrase, although in a
 
general. way it means this:
 
First, a revision of our tariff schedules, so as to make 
our import duties measure the difference between the cost 
of production here and in other countries; ••• reciprocity 
with foreign countries, whenever the arrangement will help 
our own people, whether it be in competitive or non-competi­
tive products; •• ••1 
One of the constant complaints of the nStandpatters ll about the 
1901 platform and the IIIowa Idea ll was that it was a Democratic idea 
being used by Republicans. liThe demand for revision comes from 
democrats and a few irresolute republicans who in one way or another 
look to the democrats to promote their political fortunes,n declared 
the Burlington HaWk.-Eze.2 The newspaper also feared that tariff 
reform would upset the national economy.3 Other examples of news­
paper comments about the 101m political si tuation will appear througn­
out the study. The opinions of the Halfk-E..Xe could easily be countered 
lCummins to l\.1yron Converse, February 6, 1905, Cummins Pa;eers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 17. 
2Editoria1 in the Burlin~on ~-Eye, June 5, 1902. 
3Editorial in the Burlin~on Hawk-Eye, June 27, 1902. 
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by consulting some of the pro-Cummins papers. Newspapers reflected 
the politics of the owner, editor, or reporter, and therefore, were 
seldom accurate in presenting both sides whenever they contained 
articles relating to Iowa politics. 
III. THE 1902 PLATFOffil1 
In 1902 the "Iowa Idea" began to present more problems for the 
state Republican party. Arguments over reiteration of the 1901 plat­
form in 1902 plus anxiety and questions about the interpretations of 
the 1901 platform began to be voiced by prominent party leaders in 
the state and in Washington, D. C. 
In his inaugural address, Governor Cummins stated, in part: 
The most manifest evil of these tremendous aggregations 
is their effect upon competition. Competition is the para­
mount law of industrial life. ••• every consolidation 
••• narrows the field of competition. 
I am not an a.rdent advocate of a general rev:J.sJ.on of th.e 
tariff; but I stand for competition, the competition of the 
Republic if possible, but of the world, if necessary. I 
regard the consequenoes of a. monopoly, or substantial monopoly, 
in any important product as infinitely more disastrous than 
the consequences of foreign importations. 
• • • we must keep our eyes steadily on the chief purpose 
of protection; viz., the employment, not of a part, but of all 
the men and women of America. ThiS, I submit, is the spirit 
in which reciprocal treaties should be examined. If we can 
make a trade that will enlarge our market; that is to say, 
increase the amount of work to be done in the United States, 
the trade should be made, even though some particular industry 
is curtailed in its production. ••• Protection was estab­
lished for man, not man for protection. Reciprocity that 
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takes without giving is an idle dream and a oontradiction 
in terms; • • • .1 
To many ItStandpatters" the ideas presented in this inaugural 
were tantamount to heresy. Charges of IItariff-ripper, II "free-trader" 
and Democrat were repeated with increasing vehemence and regularity. 
This 1'1a8 especially true as the Governor continued to speak through­
out the nation, expounding his views on the tariff. The 1902 request 
for a change in the Iowa Republican platform of 1901 began to grow, 
and by 1903, this request had become a demand. 
The anti-Cummins group often jumped to oriticize Cummins' 
statements without realizing that his position was not as extreme as 
they believed. He was careful to remain a protectionist and to try 
to clarify his position. Part of the dilemma. for the Iowa. Governor 
was evident in a letter written to a supporter in Pittsburgh. He said 
that it was difficult to draw a line between protection as a principle 
and SOille of its applications, and to "make it perfectly clear that we 
can challenge some of the duties without impeaching the validity of 
the doctrine itself.,,2 The opposition to Cummins charged that he was 
assailing the doctrine of protection, and in doing so, attacking true 
Republican doctrine. The Iowa Governor sought to justify, through 
lReprint of Inaugural Address, January 16, 1902, Cummins 
Papers, Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
2Cummine to W. P. Potter, November 1, 1902, Gwmnins Pa~er~, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 3. 
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his many letters and declarations, his position and to assert that 
he was not doing injustice to any orthodox Republican tenet. 
Speaking in Chicago in late 1902, Cummins suggested that 
Iowans did not hold that modifying the tariff was a ltremedy for the 
trusts" but rather, "it was one of several steps necessary for the 
defeat of monopolistic trusts, and the maintenance of free competi­
tion. ltl Continuing this speech, he stated that tariff duties some­
times were a shelter because they prevented the chance for foreign 
competition in American markets. Regarding reciprocity Cummins 
declared: "Reciprocity is a bargain, and it is absurd to assume 
that the countries with which we must trade are either brainless or 
2benevolent." Cummins was urging that the United States would have 
to expect to give as well as take in making reciprocity treaties, but 
that reciprocity was necessary as part of the undertaking to restore 
competi tion. This, to many of the "Standpatters tl >'TaS repugnant and 
unorthodox. Their counter argument was that the Un!ted States should 
not seek any trade arrangements in competitive products, and only 
limited reciprocity in non-competitive products. Even such limited 
arrangements were not to be undertaken until suoh time as great 
oertainty existed that Amerioan prosperity would not be imperiled. 
lSpeech to Marquette Club of Chioago, October 10, 1902, 
Cummins Papers, Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
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Writing to the editor 
the Iowa Governor said that he did not associate 
the remedy for the evils of the trusts with 
Rather, he argued, that if trusts 
Cummins continued explaining his views. 
of Outlook magazine, 
trusts with the tariff nor 
modification of tariff schedules. 
became monopolistic, a menace to the business of the nation was 
created. This menace could be combatted through decreasing tariff 
schedules to restore competition. I 
Speaking in Detroit to the National Reciprocity League in 1902, 
Cummins stated that "one can be an a.postle of reciprocity '-li thout 
being a traitor to protection. n2 Following the line on reoiprooity, 
he also stated, "that reoiprooity as a policy is a method of destroying 
oertain proteotive duties for the larger benefits that will accrue to 
the nation through enlarged markets; • • • • ,,3 
The statements above by ~~. Cummins came after the Republicans 
of the state had reaffirmed the 1901 platform in their 1902 state 
oonvention. However, this reaffirmation was not accomplished without 
some difficulty as objections to the IIshelter" plank were heard with 
increasing frequency and volume. 
George E. Roberts discussed the possibility of modifYing the 
1901 platform with George D. Perkins, of Sioux City, an inf'luentia.1 
l oummins to Lyman Abbott, November 17, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 3. 
2Des Moines Register and Leader, December 11, 1902, p. 1. 
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Iowa Republican and publisher of the Sioux City Journal. Roberts 
stated that he had spoken with Cummins about the 1902 Iowa Republican 
platform and that Cummins wanted to make it strong. Regarding the 
parts of the platform that were criticized, Roberts said that Cummins 
ought to be told just What objections exist to his proposals. 
Of course the main question is over the reference to ltmonopoly." 
While I don't see anything wrong with the disputed phrase in 
the last platform I have thought that we might make the 
language convey our ideas without using the word monopoly, or 
that it might be made more satisfactory than before. The 
Governor is disposed to place more importance upon the 
monopoly feature than I do. l 
In July, 1902, Roberts wrote Congressman Lacey of Iowa, a 
"Standpatter." Roberts stated that Cummins desired to repeat the 1901 
platform and that "I presume I will not be expected to go back on my 
2 
own platform." Lacey was opposed to reaffirmation and he argued for 
a rewording: 
I think you could easily improve on last year's declaration, 
for I never liked the phraseology that led so many democrats 
and tariff' reformers to quote it as the "admission of the Iowa 
republica.ns that the tariff was the r,lother of Trusts" a..'1d 
"shelter to monopoly." 
I have so long disputed this democratic doctrine that 
the tariff was the promoter of the trusts that I do not like 
to have our platform possibly susceptible of any such mis­
construction. The plank in question does not justify the 
support of many of the things that have been said and 
attributed to it by our enemies and SOfie of our friends. 
~oberts to George Perkins, February 28, 1902, Perkins Papers. 
2Roberts to Lacey, July 6, 1902, LacezPapers, Vol. 252. 
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It could readily be remodeled so as to give no comfort to our 
opponents and yet convey the entire idea that you no doubt 
had in mind. 
I do not believe the trusts were created by the tariff or 
that they can be killed by free trade, unless ••• free 
trade should kill any line of business and the trusts should 
go down in the wreck. 
I should regret to see any contest over the platform in 
the State Convention and thank you for calling my attention 
to your views, and hope you have no pride of authorship as 
to this particular composition for I think you have written 
better platforms and can do so again. 
lihilst tariff schedules are not sacred and were only made 
to be altered from time to time I feel quite sure that when 
we begin revision and "monkeying with the tariff ll we will have 
the usual cessation of business all along the line and the 
hard times which usually if not invariably accompany that 
unpleasant though sometimes necessary surgical operation., 
Tariff doctrines are not so important when we have nothing 
but state officers to elect, but with eleven Congressmen on 
the ticket our expressions on this subject assume great 
national importance. l 
Lacey's reply embodied most of the conservative arguments 
against Cummins' viev1s.. Their arguments were: (1) Republicans were 
following wld using Democratic statements on the tariff, (2) the 
economic life of the nation would suffer if the tariff were altered, 
al though no specific evidence supporting this view was given, and (3) 
congressional elections were in the balance, thus outspoken ideas of 
tariff revision might "rook the election boat." 
lLaoey to Roberts, n.d., Lacez Papers, Vol. 252. 
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Notice should be drawn to the fact however, that Lacey did 
admit that tariffs might be altered from time to time which was a 
point of view at least in partial agreement with Cummins' ideas. 
Their differenoes were mainly as to when and how much; with Lacey 
fearing business cessation whenever revision was attempted and 
Cummins asserting such fears to be largely conjectural. 
Roberts' reply to Lacey stated that attempts to revise the 
platform would undoubtedly create controversy. He said that between 
Governor Cummins' desire to have his views vindioated and opposing 
efforts for changing the trust resolution "we shall come into sharp 
conflict and unfortunately it will oome along the lines of our 
faotional division."l 
The question of Iowa Republioans reaffirming their 1901 platform 
was discussed widely in the summer of 1902. Cummins received a letter 
in June stating that Senator Allison thought that "they should say 
2
about as they said last year. It The writer also stated that George 
Roberts felt that the tariff statement of the 1902 platform should 
go as far as could be done "without slapping the congressional 
Delegation. ,,3 Senator Dolliver Beemed to lean toward the Cummins' 
view but said nothing to offend either side. 
IGeorge Roberts to Lacey, July 12, 1902, Lacex Papers, Vol. 252. 
2W• T. Chantland to aummins, June 25, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 5, File 18. 
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Roberts thought that efforts to modif.1 the 1901 platform would 
be made at the 1902 Iowa Republican Convention by Iowa Congressmen. 
He said that they would seek to become members of the committee of 
resolutions, thinking that it would be "difficult to defeat a 
congressman for committeeship if his name was presented in the district 
1
caucus." Thus by gaining membership on this committee, the congress­
men would exercise Bome control over the deliberations and pronounce­
ments conoerning the 1902 platform. However, a Cummins' lieutenant, 
A. E. Kendall of Albia, thought that there was a great majority in 
favor of tariff reform in his district and "that if properly organized 
it oan control the district oaucus at the State Convention.,,2 
The "Standpat" ~-Eye commented on the 1902 platform dispute 
by arguing that since there had been some disagreement over the mean­
ing of the 190~ platform, "it had better be correoted so that this 
year, there can be no misunderstanding.") Later the same month, the 
paper urged that ..... it would be wiser to accept the late 
Senator Harlan's advice to formulate general principles and leave 
to Congress the details of legislation.,,4 
IGeorge Roberts to Cummins, July 22, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 5, File 20. 
2A• E. Kendall to Cummins, July 23, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 5, File 20. 
3Editorial in the Hawk-mYe, July 4, 1902. 
4Editorial in the Hawk-Ble, July 25, 1902. 
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The Cedar Rapids Republican argued against tariff revision to 
control trusts in an editorial which said: 
We have monopolies. The greatest of them are not 
sheltered by any tariff. What tariff shelters the Standard 
Oil Trust? Not any. What tariff shelters the coal trust? 
Coal is on the free list. What tariff shelters the rail­
way combines? We have no tariff protecting railways. 
The trus t ques tion is to be solved through • • • legis­
lation that will prevent exorbitant profits through combina­
tions of capital in all industries proteoted and unproteoted. l 
Before the oonvention, some interest had developed in who would 
be the member on the resolutions committee from the Seventh distriot. 
The contest was between state Senator Berry and LafB\Yette Young, 
publisher of the Des 140ines Capital. Young was in favor of modifY­
ing the 1901 platform and Berry was for reiteration. The Haw~Eye 
said the situation appeared to favor Berry because of the influence 
of the pro-Cummins group; and in the same issue, from a later. dispatch, 
announced the wi thdrawal of Young from the race. 2 "This is regarded 
3as the end of the oontest over last year's platform," said the paper. 
However, two members of the committee, Towner from the Eighth 
district, and DaviS from the First, sought to eliminate the shelter 
lEditorial in the Cedar Rapids Republioan, July 15, 1902. 
2Burlington Hawk-Ele, Ju~ 30, 1902, p. 1. 
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clause in the committee meetings. They argued that the 1901 platform 
"was virtually a plea of guiltyto the democratic charge that the 
tariff is parent of the trusts.,,1 Berry from the Seventh district, 
and George Roberts countered that the 1901 statement was supported by 
most of the party; had stood the test of a campaign and that elimina.­
tion would "put the party on the defensive and lead. the people to 
believe that the party is changing front on the trust Question. 1I2 
Davis's and Towner's moves were unsuccessful and the 1901 platform was 
reaffirmed wi th the addition of the endorsement of Cuban reciprocity, 
probably an indication of the inf'luence of the Cummins group. Both 
Iowa Senators voiced their approval of the platform as adopted. 3 
The Hawk-Eye, following the readoption of the 1901 platform, 
stated that the Iem"a declaration was not composed of "glittering 
generalities," but was "terse and pointed," so that "there can be no 
doubt as to their meaning. ,A This assertion vTas undoubtedly aimed at 
Cummins to dissuade him from more platform "interpretations." 
The Republican oommented on the 1902 platform as being 
"eminently satisfactory to republicans. ,t5 H01iever, the edi toria.l 
lced~ Rapids RepYblican, July 31, 1902, p. 1. 
3Des Moines Register and Leader, July 31, 1902, p. 1. g. . . - =.;;;.~"'-
4Editorial in the Burlin~~n Hawk-Eye, July 31, 1902. 
5Editorial in the Cedar Rapids RS2ublican, AU8~st 1, 1902. 
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a useless move had been 
shel tar. ,,1 
important because of the 
asserted that by retaining the shelter plank, 
made because the resolution preceding that one said that the shelter 
plank was no admission that the "tariff was such a 
A "progressive" paper, the Fort Dodge Messenger, stated that 
the action of the Iowa Republicans was 
attempt to modify the 1901 position. The paper argued that Itthe 
defeat of the scuttle policy was so ovenlhelroing that new emphasis 
is given to last year f s declaration. ,,2 This newspaper was published 
by George E. Roberts and therefore, would hardly be inclined to make 
derisive comments about the 1901 and 1902 platforms since Mr. Roberts 
had written these statements. 
The Register ~ Leader told its readers that the congressional 
delegation, especially Senator Allison had desired no contest in the 
convention. The paper declared that whatever differences existed 
among the congressional delegation, they desired reaffirmation to 
any conflict "that might engender bitterness in party ranks.,,3 How­
ever, these deolarations do not coincide with statements by George 
Roberts to George Perkins following the convention. Roberts asserted 
that Senator Allison wanted to avoid trouble but other members of the 
congressional delegation disliked the platform and the fact that 
2Editorial in the ~ Dod~ Messen~r, August 1, 1902. 
3Registerw1d Leader, July )0, 1902, p. 1. 
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Cummins was favorable to it. Roberts had told the congressmen that 
to fight the platform would provide an issue for Cummins and tend to 
lbuild him up. No evidence was found regarding the role of any 
members of the oongressional delegation resisting reaffirmation in 
the convention. However, some connection between them and Laf~ette 
Young's attempt for a seat on the committee on resolutions from the 
Seventh district, opposing reaffirmation, would not be difficult to 
. gi 2 ~ma nee 
Roberts also told Perkins that he had discussed the Iowa plat­
form with President Roosevelt in August, 1902, and that Roosevelt 
desired some congressional action relative to the subjects in the 
Iowa statement, prior to the presidential campaign. However, Roosevelt 
did not want to "advocate publioly without knowing what he was going 
3to get. n AJ3 Roberts commented, the President could not work publicly 
for some action and Hthen fail to get it. u4 
The 1902 IO'Wll platform was far from pleasing to m&1¥ prominent 
Iowa Republicans. Secretary Shaw wrote to Perkins that he regretted 
the publicity being given throughout the country by Republic&'1S to 
the question of revising the tariff. Shaw was aI'raid that, having 
lRoberts to Perkins, August 23, 1902, ParkinS Papers. 
21 for Roberts' ideas on the course some Io'Wa Congress­2See p .. 
men might take at the state convention to thwart reaffirmation. 
3Roberts to Perkins, August 23, 1902, Perkins Papers. 
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aroused the nation to think revision was neoessary, the Republioans 
would be unable to revise. He stated: "We have never revised to our 
advantage and have lost a Congress every time we have tried the 
1
experiment. II Shaw enolosed a oopy of a letter he had sent to W. 
Cumba.ck of Indianapolis, telling him that I'the tariff as a remedy for 
trusts is a demooratic doctrine. ,,2 Suoh an attitude was indioative 
of the misinterpretations placed upon Cummins' views and the "Iowa 
Idea. fI Cummins did not seek tariff revision as a remedy for trusts. 
In fact, the Governor made a distinction between trusts and monopolies 
saying all trusts were not necessarily monopolistio nor evil. 
Shaw wrote Perkins saying that tariff revision and removal of 
duties as a remedy for trusts was to be made a oampaign issue by Iowa. 
Republioans. Shaw asked, "how an issue can be made on a proposition 
where both parties a..gree? 1I3 This question and the statements above 
again demonstrated the preoccupation by many Republicans with the 
idea of Republioans using Democratic doctrines. Such preoccupation 
plagued many who questioned tariff revision. Congressman Hull wrote 
to Lacey that he was "sorry that the 10>'113. platform was of such doubt­
ful character that it had to be eXplained fl and that he was ilinclined to 
IShaw to Perkins, August 27, 1902, Perkins PaEers. 
3Shaw to Perkins, September 6, 1902, Perkins Papers. 
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think the Governor does not find it very pleasant trying to make it 
square with straight Republicans."l 
Further evidence of the developing factionalism within Iowa 
Republican ranks, following the readoption of the platform of 1901, 
was the \1i thdrawal of David B. Henderson from the race for Congress 
in September, 1902. Henderson, "Tho was Speaker of the House, tela-
graphed Senator Allison that he had decided he "was not in harmony 
with many of our party Who believe that free trade in whole or part 
remedies the trust evil • • • In a telegram to George Perkins, 
the Iowa Congressman stated: 
Yes I have withdrawn from the race having satisfied my_
 
self that 1 am not in accord with my party in 10rla and a
 
great many in the party in my district on the subject of
 
handling the trusts by free trade in whole or part. 3
 
Another viewpoint asserted that Henderson IIdeolined to stand 
for re-election beoause he was 'too stalwart a proteotionist to stand i 
oomfortably on the IOlla Republican Platform.' ,,4 J 
Henderson's private secretary, J. W. Richards, wrote an article 
about the resignation which came to Cummins through Hamilton Holt, 
publisher of The Inde~ndent of New York. Richards contended that 
IHull to Lacey, October 6, 1902, Lacez Papers, Vol. 252. 
2Telegram from Henderson to Allison, September 16, 1902, 
Allison Pa~rs, Vol. 346. 
3Telegram from Henderson to Perkins, September 16, 1902, 
Perkins Pa;eers. 
4Acrea, .£Ja. 01t., p. 36, citing liThe I;larch of Events, II The 
World's ~ork, V (November, 1902), 2701. 
• • • 
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Richards 
1 
Henderson resigned when the Cummins group insisted upon using the 
same party statement in 1902 as in 1901. He said this action gen­
erated friction which culminated in Henderson's resignation. 
stated that Henderson would have antagonized the regular organization 
of Iowa because "he 'Would have to combat the IOlia Idea 'which they 
had set up as the type and model of loyalty to the Republican party. I 11
An instance of the application of the 1902 platform to railroads 
came in the Register ~ Leader in an editorial commenting on the trust 
statement. The article argued that the platform meant "railwB3 dis­
crimination in favor of trusts should be stopped. An 
advantage in freight charges is an illegitimate advantage, opposed to 
2the public interest and condemned by honest railway management." 
l11though difficult to understand, in view of the Widespread complaint 
of railroad discrimination against Iowa businessmen and farmers, this 
statement was one of the few times railroads were mentioned specifi­
cally. No evidence was found in the Cummins Papers indicating the 
Governor sought railroad regulation through the "Iowa Idea ll in 1901 
1904. 
FollOwing reaffirmation of the 1902 party statement, intra-
party strife became more intense. The following editorial was 
IHamilton Holt to Cummins enclosing article written by J. W. 
Richards, March 16, 1903, Cummins Pa~ers, Miscellaneous Correspondence, 
Box 8, File 32. 
~ditorial in the Des Moines Register ~ Leader, July 29, 1902. 
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reasonably indicative of ItStandpat lt dissatisfaction: 
Free traders will tell you that proteotion is robber,y; 
that it weighs more heavily upon the farmer and the laboring 
man than BXlY other class. What are such vaporings as these 
in the face of the treasury statistics as to farm values 
and savings bank deposits? None of these things could have 
been possible under a pernicious financial system. l 
Thus, as the argument continued, ita resolution by the opposing 
factions seemed remote. However, 1903 would bring a kind of recon­
cilia-tion, although the seeming peace would be mainly on the surface 
with the rumblings of discontent only slightly muffled. 
lEditorial in the Cedar Bapids Republican, July 15, 1902. 
CHAPTER III 
THE 1903 PLATFORM 
I. OPPOSITION TO THE PLATFOffi~ OF 1901 AND 1902 
In November, 1902, Governor Cummins wrote to George Roberts 
about his political expectations for 1903. The Iowa Governor deolared 
that he did not expect opposition to his renomination, but did antici­
pate attempts to control the state convention so as to "repudiate the 
last two platforms and surround me with circumstances as a candidate 
that would be exceedingly embarrassing. III Cummins suggested that 
Roberts write a series of articles to explain the theory o£ protection 
2to the people. 
Among those who were critical of' Cummins I views was George 
Perkins, the influential publisher of the Sioux City Journal. Perkins 
questioned the Governor1s position on reciprocity. He interpreted 
Cummins I view as being opposed to placing duties higher than necessary 
for protection in order to reduce them through reciprocal trade agree-
menta. He said this position left the United States no Iltrading 
capi tal" in negotiating such treaties. Further, Perki11s contended, 
that if reciprocal treaties gave foreign producers equality of 
lCummins to Roberts, November 21, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 3. 
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opportunity in American markets, this would amount to free trade which 
Perkins thought was too radical. He urged that the position of the 
United States in concluding reciprocal trade agreements should be to 
"retain trading capital without jeopardizing reasonable protection.,,,l 
Cummins' views on reciprocity were also criticized by state 
Senator Molesberry who declared that the "shelter to monopoly" plank 
would be at tacked with increased vigor and that he "could see no 
reason 1'1by it cannot be knocked out by the next state convention.,,2 
The Senator felt the tariff and reciprocity discussion was a serious 
mistake by any Republioans who were not allied with the Cummins group. 
His a.rgument was, that to attack Cummins for his views made a martyr 
of the Governor. Molesberry urged: "If the opponents of the gov­
ernor would let the fight seriously alone Cummins would have a hard 
time to keep his lines unbroken • • 
In early 1903, the Hawk-~ advised Iowa Republicans to write 
a platform that would not misrepresent any element but could be so 
worded that all Republicans could stand upon it. 4 Later the same 
month this newspaper stated that Secretary of the Treasury Shaw 
lPerkins to Cummins, Deoember 14, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 7, File 27. Perkins' interpreta­
tion seems to be in conflict with Cummins' earlier statements on 
reciprocity. See p. 5 for Cummins' speech, September, 1901. 
~. J. Reaney to Cummins, Deoember 18, 1902, enolosing 
article from Columbus Safeguard, n.d., Cummins Papers, Misoellaneous 
Correspondenoe, Box 1, File 21. 
4Editorial in the Burlington Hawk-~, January 9, 1903. 
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wanted any tariff' revision Uto be a thing of intelligent considers.­
tion, • • • and not a wholesale cutting down of schedules with a 
view of 'killing the trusts' •••• ,,1 Such comments were indicative 
of increasing restiveness among Iowa Republicans as the 1903 state 
convention drew closer. 
Not all Iowans, however, were opposed to Governor Cummins and 
his thinking regarding the tariff'. In January, 1903, Senator Allison 
received a letter from a constituent urging that, "the party in power 
~ do something with the tariff and the trusts or we shall suffer 
defeat • • •• I have heard the most emphatic talk in this direction 
from many of our best republicans. ,,2 
One of the principal reasons for apprehension among the 
"Standpatters" concerning Governor Cummins, was the threat that he 
might attempt to get the "Iowa Idea" before the Republican National 
Convention in 1904. As stated previously, the trStandpatters" 
considered national agitation for tariff reform as a threat to the 
nation's economy and to the continuation of Republican control of 
the federal government. The influential Iowa "Standpatter" J. fl. 
Blythe wrote to Senator Allison in March, 1903, stating that Governor 
Cummins "had declared that he ,qill carry the 'Idea' to the National 
lEditoria1 in the Burlington Hawk-~e, January 31, 1903. 
20• w. S~nson to Allison, January 15, 1903, A11iso~ Papers, 
Vol. 84. 
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Convention, and this announcement is likely to kick up a rumpus.II1 
Blythe had been political manager for Senator Gear, Dolliver's 
predecessor, and was General Solicitor for the Burlington Railroad. 
He was considered to be one of the chief spokesmen for the IIStandpatll 
wing of the party. 
Earlier the same month Blythe sent Allison a copy of a letter 
from G. R. Struble of Toledo, Iowa. Struble argued that the Repub­
lican platforms of 1901 and 1902 sounded like Democratic utterances 
and that he wanted a platform of Republican principles and was tired 
of the IIIowa Idea. II If Cummins could not run on that kind of plat­
form, he should stand aside, said Struble. 2 
Blythe replied that Republicans should not move too quickly and 
needed the approval of the national administration before working 
against the lIother Side.") In sending Struble's letter to Senator 
Allison, Blythe had sought the influential Iowan's counsel, fearing 
"violent and acrimonious discussion ll in combatting Cummins' position. 4 
There was no evidence that Blythe's desire to enlist the Roosevelt 
administration against the 1I0ther side" ever materialized although, 
as will be noted later, Senator Allison's moves toward compromise 
IBlythe to Allison, March 18, 1903, Allison Papers, Vol. 349. 
2Blythe to Allison, March 15, 1903, enclosing copy of a letter 
from G. R. Struble, March 13, 1903, Allison Papers, Vol. 349· 
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in Iowa ~id have Roosevelt's approval. l 
Blythe subsequently reiterate~ his fears, writing Allison that, 
"Cummins is determined upon absolute control of our delegation to the 
National Convention next year with a view to getting some recognition, 
in the national platfoxm, of his 'shelter to monopoly' idea..,,2 Blythe 
concluded his letter by urging Allison to steer things to a. middle 
course in order to avoid a complete split in Republican ranks in 
Iowa. 3 Allison had a. reputation for being able to resolve differenoes 
through compromise. This suggestion to AlLison undoubtedly had some 
effect, inasmuch as Allison, Blythe, and Cummins met in Chicago in 
April, 1903 to resolve their differences. More consideration to this 
meeting and its results will be found later. 
In reply to Blythe's letter, Senator Allison wrote: 
I think it is important to avoid a struggle in our State 
Convention. I believe it is wise for us all to have a mod­
erate platform on the SUbject, or at least so moderate that 
Republicans of all shades of opinion can stand upon it, • • • • 
The essential thing both this year and next is to declare 
for protection, which is a cardinal policy of the Republican 
party, and also declare that this policy does not bind us 
to any particular bill or ~ particular law, but that these 
details must be left to the wisdom of a Republican Congress 
to work out. 
It seems Wholly unnecessary for uS to have differences as 
to details, when it is impossible for us to put into a plat­
form these details • • • .4 
lSee p. 73 for Roosevelt's letter to Senator Allison. 
2Blythe to Allison, March 19, 1903, Allison PaEars, Vol. 349. 
4A11ison to Blythe, March 21, 1903, Allison Pa~era, Vol. 349. 
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The tone of this letter was toward compromise and gave a fairly olear 
indioation of the role Allison would assume in his April oonferenoe 
in Chioago with Blythe and Governor Cummins. 
Another oritio of Cummins' tariff views was Leslie Shaw, fo~ 
mer governor and Seoretary of the Treasury at the time. Shaw stated 
that if Cummins' views of the "Iowa Idea" were not modified, influenoe 
would be used to seoure delegates to the state convention who would 
vote for the adoption of a platform expressing "Standpat" views on 
lthe tariff question. The "Standpatters" would not oppose the ranom­
ination of Cummins, added Shaw, but they were determined to write the 
platform. 2 This message ooincides with Cummins' apprehensions 
expressed to George Roberts in November, 1902. 3 
Thus the lines of battle were fairly well drawn between the 
two groups of Iowa Republioans. The lIStandpattersll were not going to 
acoept a restatement of the 1901 and 1902 platforms and were intent 
upon modifying the earlier tariff statements. The liberal group was 
showing no inclination to retreat from its position. The situation 
oalled for compromise and the indefatigable Senator Allison rose to 
the occasion to accomodate his squabbling Iowa political colleagues. 
IE. E. Ganbers to Cummins, April 9, 1903, Cummins Pagers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 33· 
3See p. 36 for Cummins' ideas. 
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II. COIViPROMISE 
In 1l1arch, 1903, Blythe wrote to Allison that he had talked 
with Cummins and the Iowa Governor seemed to desire avoidanoe of 
controversy at the approaching state convention over the platform or 
the tioket. However, Blythe asserted, Cummins did seem to insist 
upon a definite expression about the "shelter to monopoly" idea. The 
Burlington conservative said that Cummins desired to meet and that 
Allison, Blythe, and Cummins should confer to work out differences, 
but the discussion would have to be "pretty definite."l 
The conference between the three prominent Iowa Republicans 
took place in Chicago in the early spring of 1903. Blythe desoribed 
the talk in a letter to Congressman Lacey, another "Standpatter," as 
follows: 
Mr. Allison, Mr. Cummins and I had a very long talk, in 
whioh we discussed nearly every possible phase of the sit­
uation. ••• an adjustment can be had • • • on the 
following lines: 
1.. The platform to deal with the tariff and trusts
 
entirely independent, ••••
 
2.	 The tariff plank to follow historical lines; reciprooity 
to be affirmed in general language, and without any 
affirmation or negation as to whether it shall apply 
to oompetitive or only to non-oompetitive produots. 
3.	 The trusts to be dealt with along conservative
 
lines • • ••
 
The	 friends of both sides to be exhorted to avoid any 
factional alignment in the Convention • • • • 
IBlythe to Allison, March 25, 1903, Allison Pa~ers, Vol. 349. 
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the 
letters to George Perkins, the Sioux 
In the first, Cummins 
Cummins. 
Mention was 
copy of this draft 
or Perkins. 
of the 1896 platform in 
5· Senator Allison suggested that referenoe be had to 
National Platform of '96 in defining the soope and 
purpose of proteotion, • • •• Both Mr. Allison and 
I agree that this does not give any oolor whatever to 
the "shelter to monopoly" idea, - the olaim that it 
does being based solely on the use of the word 
"monopoly. "I 
Cummins' views of the meeting were somewhat different from 
Blythe's. The Governor wrote two 
City newspaperman, describing the conference. 
did not mention that Blythe attended, but said the agreement had the 
approval of Blythe sinoe he was as anxious for peace as was 
The Governor said that Allison and he felt Perkins should be advised 
of the proceedings beoause of Perkins' influence in the party and 
ability to make suggestions for proper phraseology. 
made of a draft of a suggested platform, but no 
was found in any of the papers of Cummins, Allison, 
Cummins declared that he had suggested use 
2place of the "shelter plank," thereby contradioting Blythe's state­
ment that the suggestion originated with Allison. These opposing 
statements indioated that whatever peace might be achieved would be 
short beoause each side was unwilling to have the oonferenoe appear 
to be a retreat from former positions. Cummins said use of the '96 
platform made the 1903 party statement stronger, and the "Standpatters tl 
lBlythe to Lacey, April 6, 1903, Laoey Papers, Vol. 253. 
2Cummins to Perkins, April 7, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Misoellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 9, File 34. 
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declared use of the '96 platform removed the odious "shelter plank." 
In other words, from their points of view, each side was claiming the 
advantage. The letter concluded with Cummins requesting that Perkins 
make frank suggestions on the proposed 1903 party statement. 1 
The Governor's second letter told Perkins that the meeting had 
been called to eliminate misconstructions of previous party state­
ments, separate the trusts and tariff, and to make Whatever con­
2
cessions Cummins could fairly make. Again, Cummins asserted that 
he had suggested the '96 platform in place of the "shelter ll clause 
and that he had really wanted a declaration for reciprocity in 
competitive articles but had deferred to Allison's wishes to strike 
it from the draft. 3 Cummins did mention that Allison and Blythe 
had agreed oompletely to the proposed draft and that all desired 
Perkins' advice on the proposals. This was the only indioation of 
Blythe's attendance at the conference given by Cummins and this 
could only be inferred from the wording of the letter. The Governor 
declared that his friends, Roberts, Byers, Funk, and Ha.rvey Ingham 
had approved the draft. 4 Byers had been a member of the state legis­
lature and Ingham was editor of the Register and Leader. Cummins 
2Cummins to Perkins, April 16, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 5. 
3Ibid• 
4Ibid• 
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ooncluded that "it would put me in a most unhappy position if changes 
were made that would altar the emphasis of our declarations. ,,1 
Cummins wrote to Allison in mid-April protesting the attempts 
of some newspapers to make it appear that the Governor had "surrendered 
and that all the things for which I have been standing are to be 
eliminated from the platform. ,,2 The Governor wanted to make certain 
that "when the platform is announced it will not bear the construction 
which is by some of these newspapers predicted for it.,,3 He con-
eluded by suggesting different wording and the possibility of a 
conference with Allison and Perkins over phraseology.4 This second 
conference will be considered later. 
AIthough Secretary of the Treasury Shaw was in Chicago at the 
same time, he did not attend the meeting. Shaw felt that Cummins had 
pushed him out of the governorship and further, that the Governor's 
Viei<lS threatened to divide IOlla Republicans and "thus thwart Shaw's 
hopes for a favorite-son candidacy for President. ,,5 Shaw described 
the conference, however, in a letter to James Clarkson, former owner 
of the Iowa State Re~ster of Des Moines, and a prominent Republican. 
His remarks were essentially the same as those of Blythe mentioned 
2eummins to Allison, April 17, 1903, eummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 5. 
3Ibid• 
4Ibid.. 
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1
above and Clarkson's reply indicated no sympathy for the Cummins' 
position when he declared, "the sooner such a man is retired from 
leadership in the party, much better for the party.1I2 
The letters of the participants clearly indicate that the 
Chicago conference was a genuine attempt at harmony. The agreement 
reached, however, was apparently quite tentative and general, leading 
to more problems for Iowa Republicans when they tried to be more 
specific in their 1903 party declaration. Then factionalism was 
again evident because no group desired to appear as the loser as has 
been mentioned above in the Cummins' and Blythe letters. The biogra.­
pher of Senator Allison believed that the main reason for the Chicago 
meeting was not to secure a good tariff statement, but to gain 
poli tical advantage for each side. 3 The thinking of the "Standpatters" 
was that "if Cummins accepted the national platform which was in con­
flict with the state platform he would stultify himself; if not he 
would lose caste both in and out of the state.,A This view, however, 
does not agree with Cummins' statement that the use of the national 
platform was his idea. The 10'Ta Governor would hardly have made this 
1Shaw to Clarkson, April 13, 1903, Clarkson Papers, Vol. 1. 
2ClarkBon to Shaw, April 15, 1903, Clarkson Papers, Vol. 1. 
3Leland L. Sage, William )OYd Allison (I01f8. City: State 
Historical Society of 101'18., 1956 , p. 289. 
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suggestion if he had regarded reference to the '96 platform as a trap. 
Cummins declared the '96 platform to be a reassertion of his views. 
He had written Postmaster-General P~e that use of this party state­
ment would be a good expression, as it contained all of the ideas 
for which the Governor had been laboring. 1 
That the conference in Chicago had not adjusted all differences 
was indicated by the extensive correspondence between prominent Iowa 
Republicans in the spring of 1903. Congressman Lacey indicated his 
dissatisfaction with the results of the conference in a letter to 
Blythe. He told the Burlington conservative that he objected to the 
use of the phrase a.bout "domestic monopoly" from the 1896 platform. 
Lacey felt that to use this term would provide the basis "for more 
Democratio speeches from Republican candidates. ,,2 Let,ters passed 
between Allison, Cummins, and George Parkins over the specific word­
ing of the 1903 Iowa Republican platform. Cummins wrote to Perkins 
asking him to look over the proposals from the Chicago conference 
whioh Cummins enclosed, and for Perkins to state frankly his opinions. 
The Governor sa.id that more appropriate language might be found, but 
that the party deolaration should be "epigrammatic and sententious. tt3 
lCummins to Postmaste~General P~ne, March 21, 1903, 
Cummins PaRers, Letterbooks, Vol. 4. 
2Laoey to Blythe, April 7, 1903, Lacey Papers, Vol. 253. 
3Cummins to Perkins, April 7, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 34­
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letter proposing some 
Perkins 
Cummins concluded by saying he was working for peace in the conven­
tion and to add strength to the party.l 
Perkins replied that he was generally agreeable to Cummins' 
suggestions,2 but several days later sent a 
changes which, he felt, liOUld avoid provoking differences. 3 
had met with Allison over these proposals and the Senator agreed with 
their subatance.4 Two dQlfs later Perkins suggested to Cummins that 
the party declare: "'We indorse the policy of reciprocity as the 
natural complement of protection. Reciprocity between nations is 
trade for mutual advantage, and both sides must give and take. n5 
Allison wrote Cummins that he had met with Perkins and Lacey 
and that he and Perkins had persuaded Lacey it would be best to omit 
the latter's proposal to revise the platform to state that there 
6
would be no tariff revision until after the Presidential election.
2perkins to Cummins, April 7, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. 
3perkins to Cummins, April 13, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. 
5perkins to Cummins, April 15, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. 
6Al1ison to Cummins, April 16, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Misoellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 9, File 34­
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Perkins told the Governor that the use of the '96 platform 
might be considered as a concession to Cummins by some Republicans. 
The Sioux City newspaperman suggested that Cummins try to discourage 
such ideas, as Allison was trying to achieve harmony and that the 
Senator's position was one of "considerable delicacy. ,,1 
Cummins replied to Allison and Perkins, proposing slightly 
different wording and urging that the platform would have to be as 
strong as it had been in 1901 and 1902. The Governor said the 
Chicago agreement was the basis for his suggestions and he felt 
Republicans should adhere closely to the ideas agreed upon there. 2 
The letters that passed between the three prominent Iowa Republicans 
were principally concerned with the specific wording of the 1903 
Republican state platform. Each was seeking to achieve a statement 
that would not offend any party group and would appear to give each 
side a declaration favorable to its position. Such a task would 
not be easily accomplished. 
As mentioned earlier, Cummins had proposed that Allison, 
Perkins and he meet to resolve their differences. 3 This conference 
was held in Chicago in the spring of 1903. Senator Allison said 
Iperkins to Cummins, April 18, 1903, Cummins Pap~rs, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 34. 
2eummins to Allison and Perkins, April 20, 1903, Cummins 
Pa~ers, Letterbooks, Vol. 5. 
-----------------...•~•. 
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that he had met with Perkins and Cummins at Cummins' request in order 
to reconcile the Governor to the omission from the platform of a 
declaration lfhich Allison felt was dangerous. Cummins had. wanted 
the party to assert: "We believe that competition must be preserved 
in the industrial and commercial world and that all just power of 
government Should be exerted to maintain it and to prevent monopoly.1I1 
Allison said he and Perkins were opposed to such a deolaration, 
apparently feeling it to be too extreme for some of the conservatives 
whom they represented. After informing the Governor of their opposi­
tion, Cummins had asked for a conference. The conference was held 
2
and the statement was deleted. Cummins' agreement to the deletion 
was an indication of his Willingness to compromise in order to achieve 
harmony. The Senator added that the gossip about Cummins having 
surrendered absolutely, in return for being named vice-presidential 
candidate wi th Roosevel t was untrue, as Allison had "never exchanged 
a word with the Governor on the subject of the Vice-Presidency.1I3 
Finally Allison defended the tentative declarations that were to be 
proposed to the Iowa Republicans at the state convention in July. 
IAllison to Lacey, M9¥ 16 9 1903, Lacey PaRers, Vol. 253. 
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doubt but that Governor 
However, 
proper reciprocity 
Allison 
the Republicans of Iowa 
The Senator declared: 
We cover, ••• a fair statement of the Republican 
position on the tariff, • • •• Secondly, we endorse the 
policy of reciprocity in a general w~ without specific 
directions to congress as to what it shall or shall not 
do, • • •• 1 
Concluding, Allison said that he had no 
Cummins would maintain that "he had surrendered nothing. ,,2 
the Senator felt that the principal question was a 
statement and a proper and independent trust declaration. 
stated that he considered Such statements to have been achieved in 
the tentative declarations to be submitted to 
in July.3 
Allison's aocoun t was correct in sB¥ing the conference was 
held at Cummins' request and the concluding part of Allison's letter 
was partially similar to Cummins' second letter to Perkins of 
April 16, 1903. 4 Cummins had declared that he desired to separate 
the tariff and the trusts whioh was the same thing Allison had been 
seeking. Seemingly, a modicum of harmony was to be found among the 
factional Iowa Republicans and events appeared favorable for a peace­
ful state convention. Such harmony did appear to prevail at the 
meeting, but was short-lived as evidenced by statements follOWing 
4See p. 44. 
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signs 
indi­
the oonvention. Even prior to the state meeting there were 
that indioated the "peaoe of Chioago" was indeed tenuous. 
III. THE 1903 CONVENTI01~ .AIm AFTERMATH 
The Republioans of Iowa met on July 1, 1903 in Des Moines for 
their state oonvention. The meeting passed peacefully as was 
oated by a oomment from the Register and Leader: "Harmony was the 
order of the day, and the compromise platform agreed to weeks ago 
• • • was adopted by the unanimous vote of the delegates. ,,1 
The full text of the platform relating to the subjects of 
protection, reciprocity, and the trusts was as follows: 
We reiterate our faith in the historic policy of pro­
tection. Under its influence our country, foremost in the 
bounties of nature, has become foremost in production., It 
has enabled labor to secure good wages and has induced capi­
tal to engage in production with a reasonable hope of a fair 
reward. Its vindication is found in the history of its 
suocesses and the rapidity with which our national resources 
have been developed and our industrial independence secured, 
and we heartily renew our pledge to maintain it. 
Tariff rates enacted to carry this policy into effect 
should be "just, fair and impartial, equally opposed to 
foreign control and domestic monopoly, to sectional dis­
crimination and individual favoritism," and must from time 
to time be changed to meet the varying conditions incident 
to the progress of oommerce. Duties that are too low should 
be increased, and duties that are too high should be reduced. 
We endorse the policy of reciprooity as the natural com­
plement of protection. Reciprocity between nations is trade 
for mutual advantage and both sides must give and take. 
IDeS Moines Register and Leader, July 2, 1903, p. 1. 
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Protection builds up domestic industry and trade and 
secures our own markets for ourselves, reciprooity builds 
up foreign trade and finds an outlet for surplus. 
We approve the treaty with Cuba recently ratified as
 
oonferring substantial benefits upon both countries and
 
urge that the remaining steps necessary to make it
 
effective be promptly taken.
 
We believe that the large corporations, OOWfiOnly oalled 
"trusts" should be so regulated and supervised both in 
their organization and operation that their evil tendencies 
m~ be checked and their evil practices prevented. In 
many instanoes they are effioient industrial instruments 
and the natural outoome of an inevitable prooess of 
eoonomic evolution. We do not desire their destruotion 
but insist that they shall be so regulated and controlled 
as to prevent monopoly and promote oompetition, and in I 
the fullest measure subserve and advance the publio good. 
The only part of the platform relating to any sort of railroad 
regulation declared that the further regulation of interstate commerce 
2commanded the confidence and admiration of the Republicans of Iowa. 
This statement appeared almost as an after-thought, indioating that 
railroad regulation vTas not an integral part of the "Iowa Idea. II 
The influenoe of Governor Cummins might be observed in the 
second and third paragraphs and of Senator Allison in the middle 
portion of the final paragraph. Cummins declared that "he stood on 
the platform as adopted," and Senator Allison commented that he 
lIowa Official Register of J2Q1, (Des Moines: Secretary of 
State, 1904), p. 252. 
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respects the application of the principles 
Newspaper comment upon the 1903 Iowa Republican platform varied 
~ Leader told its readers that neither 
endorsed everything said in the platform because he believed it to 
be "sound and just as 
which the republican party avows and adheres to_"l 
considerably. The Register 
side had triumphed over the other, but that the "friends of the old 
platform have certainly obtained in the new all that they ever say 
or contended for in the old.,,2 The editorial concluded that the 
"influence of Iowa has gone out for the third successive year in 
favor of a progressive industrial and commercial policy for the 
republican party. • • • There is no tariff-smashing programme. 
There is no threat to the business world.,,3 
The same editorial quoted Governor Gummins at some length, as 
the Iowa leader clarified his position. Cummins said he was a 
decided protectionist and that if a man did not believe in protee­
tion, he "Tas not a Republican. Continuing, the Governor said he did 
not challenge the Republicanism of anyone who differed from him on 
the application of the doctrine of protection. His concluding 
remarks asserted: "... this peace and harmony must be the peace of 
IDes Moines Register ~ Leader, loco cit. 
2Editorial in the Register and Leader, July 2, 1903. 
~1·1-----------_••••••
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mutual respect and toleration • • • and not the peace of subordination 
and subjugation. ,,1 The Register ~ Leader said such a statement was 
necessitated by the charge that Cummins had "recanted his utterances" 
and that his assertion was "in no way inconsistent with his position 
throughout the negotiations that preceded the convention. 1I2 
Two liberal newspapers commented upon the 1903 party statement 
in posi tive terms., The Spiri t Lake Beacon told its readers that the 
platform "expressed in language unmistakeable, the sentiment con­
tained in the platform of 1901 - 02 and in terms even more direct 
and explicit.,,3 The Fort DodB! Messenger was somewhat closer to 
a correct expression when it asserted that although the convention 
was harmonious, "both wings of the party are claiming victory. ,,4 
Less complimentary opinion was given by the Cedar Rapids 
Republican when it declared that the Republican platform was not a 
statement which would engender pride but rather contained "meaning­
less verbiage" which might mean one thing to some men and other 
things to a different set of men. However, the paper felt that the 
"shel ter" idea had been successfully defeated and said: "lie have 
21, "dD~ • 
3Editorial in the Spirit Lake Beacon, July 3, 1903. 
~ditorial in the Fort Dod6! Messenger, July 3, 190).
-.....­
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gone far enough to know that the tariff is not the creator of trusts 
and that free trade is not the cure for them. 1l1 The article concluded 
by saying that the compromise platform was Ita victory for sound 
republicanism • • • 
That harmony for Iowa Republicans might be rather short-lived 
was indicated by an article in the ~-Eye. This "Standpat" voice 
said that the platform was one upon which "5tandpatters lt could "com­
fortably locate themselves.,,3 Commenting upon a speech given to the 
Republican State Convention by Congressman Robert Cousins of Iowa, 
the paper declared his statements to be a "bold utterance against the 
vascillating policy of tariff tinkering. ,,4 Finally the paper charged 
that Governor Cummins had not changed his position and that compromise 
and harmony "apply only to the platform and not to the individual 
preferences of the leaders.,,5 However, the Governor was not the only 
prominent Republican who had not changed his position, for the con­
servatives were still intent in maintaining their interpretations of 
protection and reciprocity. 
George Roberts, the man who had been so instrumental in the 
composition of the Republican state platforms of 1901 and 1902, 
lEditorial in the Cedar Rapids Republican, July 2, 1903. 
3Burlington Hawk-Eye, July 2, 1903, p. 1. 
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favorable tocommented that the reoiprocity position was even more 
the "Iowa Idea" than preceding statements. He added that the wording 
of the rest of the platform was "more acceptable to those who 
regretted the seeming admission that the tariff did afford shelter 
1to monopoly." 
The Des Moines Capital stated editorially that the Iowa platform 
was now in harmony with the national Republican platform and that 
"there would seem to be no further ocoasion for differences.,,2 Such 
statements proclaiming harmony and lack of differences contrasted 
sharply with other comments whereby "Standpatters" and liberals 
asserted that the platform was indicative of their respective posi­
tions. Obviously such a situation did not portr~ true harmony, but 
only peace of a superficial nature. 
A very critical comment on the 1903 Iowa platform appeared 
July 11, 1903 in The Outlook. The magazine asserted: 
The fact that agitation for rev~s~on of the tariff at the 
hands of Republicans has been oarried on by a group within 
the party in Iowa, headed by Governor Cummins himself • • • 
has given this tariff plank peculiar prominence. ••• On 
the other hand, the statement of the platform regarding the 
way in whioh these changes should take place is enigmatic, 
• • •• To say that duties which are too high should be 
.reduoed is hardly more enlightening than to say that duties 
lSage, ~. oit., p. 290, oiting Roberts, ££. cit., p. 78. 
2Editorial in the Des Moines Capital, July 2, 1903. The 
Ca~ital was published by Lafayette Young a strong opponent of 
Governor Cummins. 
•••---------··••••••••••••1••• 
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which ought to be reduced ought to be reduced. ••• The 
framing of such a statement which, when finally analyzed
,h · means not 1ng more than "whatever is, is," may be recommended 
to the admiration of those who believe that political 
platforms are meant for phrase making - but to no others. 1 
A Minneapolis paper charged that the platform read "like the 
utterance of an uncertain man confronted with a condition about which 
he wishes to express no conviction because he has none, and yet is 
obliged to say something. 1I2 The paper continued by saying that the 
Iowa Republican declaration was a defeat for Cummins but not a victory 
for the oonservatives since Cummins would keep expounding his views. 3 
In answering charges that he had surrendered to the conserva­
tives of the party, Governor Cummins wrote: "I wanted Senator 
Allison and got him to agree with me, and this is the pretext for 
claiming I was forced to compromise.·A However, this statement 
appears somewhat hollow when compared to Cummins' letter to Perkins 
wherein the Governor said Allison, Blythe, and Cummins had met with 
the idea of Cummins making "fair concessions" at their Chicago 
conference. 5 
IThe Outlook, Vol. 74, No. 11, July 11, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
2Minneapolis newspaper commenting on the 1903 Iowa Republican 
Platform, n.n., n.d., Cummins fapers, Sorapbooks, Vol. I. 
4Cummins to E. N. Foss, July 3, 1903, Cummins Papers, Lette~ 
books, Vol. 6. 
5See p. 44. 
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A minnesota "progressive," F. J. Smalley of the St. Paul
-­
Dispatch did think that Cummins had surrendered and wrote Cummins 
accordingly. Smalley said his "heart went down into my boots" when 
he read a Washington story ~uoting Secretary Shaw as s~ing Cummins 
had "slid dOlm the pole. III Three weeks later Smalley said he felt 
the action of the Re~ster and Leader in getting behind the '96 
platform made it appear that Cummins had surrendered. 2 Smalley was 
an extreme advocate of tariff reform. He often urged Cummins to 
make stronger statements arguing that he felt the Iowa Governor was 
not moving fast enough nor far enough with his tariff views. 
Cummins sent a lengthy letter to Smalley answering the charges 
of surrender. He carefully analyzed the 1903 statement and asked 
Smalley to compare it to the 1902 party declaration. For example, 
the Governor asserted that in 1902 Iowa Republicans had said they 
favored changes in the tariff as necessitated by industrial progress, 
but in 1903 they asserted tariff rates must from time to time be 
changed. Cummins asked if the 1903 party assertion that tariff rates 
should be opposed to domestic monopoly was not as emphatic as saying 
tariff rates should not shelter monopoly? Regarding reciprocity, the 
Governor said the 1903 language urging that reciprocity between 
lSma.lley to Cummins, Mavr 16, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 36. 
2smalley to Cummins, June 8, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 10, File 37. 
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give and take proposition, 
Cummins urged that mis­
nations was trade for mutual advantage and a 
was a great advance over the previous year. 
constructions had been put upon the Iowa declaration either by those 
who wanted more radical statements or by those who wanted to make the 
platform appear as a defeat for Cummins' opponents. l 
Governor Cummins spoke to The Merchants and Bankers Associa.­
tion of Boston in December, 1903. He reiterated his support of the 
protective principle and opposition to tariff change for unimportant 
reasons. Specifically, Cummins asserted: "I believe profoundly in 
a system of protective duties upon imports, as distinguished from a 
2system of duties for revenue only - otherwise known as free trade." 
He continued by stating that he also believed profoundly that the 
system of protective duties, 1-Then carefully adjusted, should not be 
ohanged "ei ther directly by revision or indirectly through reciprocal 
trade agreements for light or trivial reasons.,,3 He concluded by argu­
ing that the negotiation of the McKinley treaties did not adversely 
affect the nation's business or "arrest enterprise. ,A Obviously, 
1Cummins to F. J. Smalley, July 6, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 6. See Appendix A for the essential parts of 
Cummins' letter. 
2Speeoh to The Merchants and Bankers Association of Boston, 
Deoember 12, 1903, Cummins Papers, Speeches, Box 30, File 119. 
3Ibid• 
4Ibid• 
I 
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the IOlia Governor was trying to demonstrate for the conservative 
element in the Republican party, that he was not anti-tariff nor 
a free-trader. 
J. 14'. Blythe wrote to George Perkins that the "arrangement ll 
was IImakeshift to bridge over the present campaign. III Blythe 
declared that Republicans, for the time being, were safe from the 
contradiction of using a platform which repudiated Cummins' views, 
or of using one which would be contrary to the convictions of the 
party. However, Blythe asserted: "The party means to speak and 
will speak decisively on the tariff question, and unless wise 
counsels prevail is it not to be feared that another and perhaps 
2
embittered conflict may soon be impending?1I
Blythe expected Cummins to reassert his views in a speech in 
Des Moines, September 26, 1903. In writing to Senator Allison, 
Blythe said that the Senator f1was not the only one who indulges a 
curiosity as to the views Gov. C. will express in Des Moines on the 
26th.,,3 On the day of the speech, Blythe wrote to Allison that the 
Governor's speech was "not so violent as I had feared, but he says 
he sticks to the objeotionable things he had formerly espoused.,A 
lBlythe to Perkins, July 6, 1903, Perkins Papers. 
Vol. 
3Blythe 
349. 
to Allison, September 16, 1903, Allison Papets , 
Vol. 
4Blythe 
349. 
to Allison, September 26, 1903, Allison Pa£srs, 
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peace did not reign and the 
tovlard peace and 
Thus, as the months passed following the 1903 IOVIa Republican 
convention and platform declaration, 
essential fact was, that despite all of the moves 
harmony, nothing had actually been settled. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE 1904 SITUATION 
I. PRE-CONVENTION PROB~~S 
In January, 1904, Governor Cummins was inaugurated for a 
second term. His inaugural address aroused a "hornet's nest" of 
comment and opposition. The Governor declared there could be no 
such thing as being "standpat" in the living world and the term 
really applied only to the dead. He devoted much attention to 
reciprocity, s~ing that there were two opinions on the subject. The I 
first wanted reciprocity only in non-competitive products, but this 
was impossible, according to the Governor, since foreign nations	 ,.
•
•iwould grant no substantial trade advantages on such a basis. The 
second opinion was that if a reciprocal bargain could bring more 
work to American labor, the bargain should be made even if some 
llunerican manufacturer suffered. 
Cummins discussed Canadian reciprocity in detail, pointing 
out that United States' manufacturers had spent 100 million dollars 
in Canada within the last 10 years setting up plants there. He said 
this would not have been done if this country had had fair trade 
relations with Canada. Iowa especially had suffered, since the Iowa 
lInaugural speeoh, January 14, 1904, Cu~nins Papers, 
Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
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farmer had lost the chance to feed the workers in these plants. 
Cummins declared the United States 'Would have to a.dmit Canadian 
agricultural products in order to gain markets and asked who would 
lose in the exchange? 
Which would you rather do, lose the market which would 
be created by our vast imports into Canada or meet Canada 
in competition in things you produce? I assert confidently 
that in a sharp struggle with Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
the Dakotas, nebraska, Kansas, and M.issouri, you would never 
be able to discern the influence of Canada in corn, oats, 
barley, h~, cattle, horses, hogs, butter and e~.l 
Cummins concluded his remarks on reciprocity by urging, Ulet 
2 
us have the reciprocity of the 1903 platform. u Suoh statements 
would hardly accomplish any rapprochement with the conservatives, 
but would in fact, vliden the breach, since the Governor had e(1uated 
their position with the dead and had pleaded for greater reciprocity, 
especially Canadian reciprocity. In the view of the "Standpatters" 
the Republican duty was to protect Amerioan business, not seek its 
damage through foreign competition. 
Congressman Lacey wrote to Blythe that since Cummins was 
declaring his llantics II to be 111 thin the 190) platform, newspapers 
were oritioizing the "innocent platform, ••• instead of the guilty 
ll )constructors or misconstructors, of the same. Lacey urged Blythe 
3Laoey to Blythe, March 27, 1904, Lacey Papers, Vol. 253. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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to write an editorial or issue a statement to "let up on the platform 
and attack its misoonstruction."l The Iowa Congressman said that the 
1903 platform should not be reaffirmed by Iowa Republioans in 1904 
and proposed the following editorial: 
The indignation with which the Governor's ill timed and 
worse tempered inaugural was received has practically elimi­
nated his scheme of personally oontrolling the Iowa delegation 
to the National Convention. But many of the Republioan papers 
in ori tioizing Gov. Cummins' deolarations of his tariff views 
have done injustioe by attacking the language of the platform 
of 1903 itself. 
The platform was drawn on conservative and Iowa Republioan 
lines to meet a diffioult situation. 
But, without one word of oriticism for that deolaration of 
party prinoiples, we insist that there is no reason for any 
reaffirmation of the language of last year. 
No one particular man's feelings are to be especially con­
sidered this year, but a general party declaration that will 
be in line with sound National Republioanism is all that is 
needed • • •• The Chioago convention, will • • • give us a 
declaration of prinoiples which will be accepted by the party 
throughout the nation. There should be no attack on the 
platform of 1903. It is not in issue. Any false interpre­
tation of the platform by Gov. Cummins should be charged to 
him and not to the platform. 2 
Lacey's suggestions 1'lere somewhat contradictory. In one 
paragraph he urged that no ori ticism of the 1903 platform 1ias 
lIbid. 
2Ibid• 
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tointended,) but then said there 1fas no need for Iowa Republicans 
reaffirm that statement. If there was no criticism of the 1903 
party declaration, why was there any need to change the platform? 
Actually, Lacey was opposed to the 1903 statement and was anxious to 
have a new platform in terms more to his conservative liking. 
The result of Lacey's suggestions was an editorial which 
appeared in the Hawk-Eye, April 1, 1904. This article declared that 
Cummins, while holding peculiar views for a Republican, had gone 
through the state convention and campaign of 1903 without breaching 
the party peace up to the time of his inaugural speech. Then, the 
paper asserted, the Iowa Governor had enlarged his tariff views, 
wanted wider relations with Canada, denounced non-competitive reci­
procity, and insisted that all such statements were within the 1903 
platform. The Hawk-Eye declared, however, that the responsibility for 
these statements lay not with the platform but with Governor Cummins, 
whose interpretations had led some Republican newspapers into an 
unjustifiable denunciation of the platform. The paper oontinued by 
urging that the 1903 platform was, "a deliberate, carefully considered 
and authoritative statement of republican faith." The Hawk-Eye declared 
that attempts by Governor Cummins to "color ll the platform f~ith the 
dyes of his own perverted notions," could not IIprevail against its 
w'ords, II nor "against the absolute guarantee of Senator .Allison's 
endorsement. II The Burlington paper argued that Senator Allison had 
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not know whatidentified his name with the platform, Uand if he does 
republicanism is, who does?UI 
A Mount Pleasant citizen wrote to Cummins of the opposition to 
Canadian reciprocity in his part of the state. The writer declared 
"that the farmers here are opposed to Canadian reciprocity, and 
generally speaking to any reciprocal arrangement in competitive 
2products. U Mount Pleasant was in a part of Iowa under the influence 
of Blythe and the l!!!!.!-Eye. The anti-Cummins attitude might have 
been an indication of the effect of this influence. 
George Perkins wrote an editorial commenting adversely upon 
the inaugural speech as being uinopportune'l and reopening the factional 
wound in Iowa Republicanism. Cummins reacted by stating he had seen 
Perkins' editorial calling the inaugural "inopportune" and asked whY 
Republicans should not discuss the SUbjects which the platform must 
include? The Iowa Governor believed the platform should indicate to 
the people that the second session of Congress would take up tariff 
revision in order to reduce schedules that were too high. He also 
felt the Republican view of reciprocity should be clearly stated. 
Finally, the Governor asked: "How are we to bring any influence to 
IEditorial in the Burlington ~~, April 1, 1904. 
2Charles Rogers to Cummins, April 8, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, File 52. 
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bear upon the consideration of the platform if we do not discuss 
1the matter?1t 
Defending his stand upon Canadian reciprocity, Cummins wrote 
to a Muscatine voter: 'ryou know I am not in favor of free trade with 
Canada. I am simply in favor of making a good trade wi th Canada if 
we can, and if we cannot, we will make none. ,,2 
Many Iowans wrote to Cummins praising his inaugural speech. 
One supporter wrote that he approved of the Governor's assertion that 
one could not be "standpat"; that humanity either progressed or 
retrogressed, but could not stand still.) Continuing, the writer said ithe Republican national platform of 1904 would have to declare for j 
tariff reform to save the Republican party four yea:rs hence; and in 
order 11 t 0 save ~. t th'~s year, • • • • ,,4 Another Iowan wrote that he 
could not understand how the United States could prosper, develop or 
expand without foreign imports and without other nations having 
American imports?5 
loummins to Perkins, Januar,y 30, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
2eummins to John Kemble, January 30, 1904, Cummins Paj?ers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
30 • J. Jolley to eummins, January 15, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 12, File 47. 
Van Orsdol to Cummins, January 24, 1904, Cummins5Jaroes 
PaEsrs, Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 12, File 48. 
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Always trying to clarify his position so that he would not 
appear to be the iconoclast suggested by the f1Standpatters, 11 Cummins 
wrote in late 1903: 
I reiterate that tariff laws, founded upon the policy of 
protecting home markets, are not only of the highest effioiency 
but of the strictest national morality and I have little 
patience with the theorist who bases his objection to such 
laws upon the proposition that they contravene natural rights. 
Trusts are very many, monopolies are very rare, and he who 
does not distinguish between them is a poor guide in the 
labyrinth of modern affairs. He who would destroy all the so­
called trusts in order to disintegrate the occasional monopoly, 
has given little thought to the gravity of the undertaking, 
and he who, believing in protection at all, would abolish the 
duty on all trust-made goods because the trust m8¥ ripen into 
a monopoly, would remain childless lest his offspring m~ 
become criminals. l 
Cummins elaborated his position on reciprocity in an article 
in the Americana encyclopedia. He asserted that reciprocity between 
nations did not require the same items from each country to be 
included in the treaty; nor did it require that each nation prescribe 
identical duties. "While • the thought of equivalency of con­
cession or privilege is not absent, it is a matter of judgment rather 
2than mathematics, 11 declared the Governor. These words should have 
lReprint of article appearing in ~~erican Industries, 
November 2, 1903, Cummins Pa~ers, Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
2Reprint of article for Encyolopedia Americana by the Register 
and Leader, n.d., Cummins Pa~ers, Scrapboolrn, Vol. II. 
given some reassurance to the conservatives since the tone was 
from radical, and in fact, seemed close to their position. The 
continued opposition to Cummins indicated some possible personal 
enmity in addition to dislike based upon Cummins 
' 
views. 
Blythe contacted George Perkins regarding the approaching 
Republican national convention. Blythe said that harmony efforts 
should continue and that suggestions had been made to Cummins that 
the delegation-at-large be divided between "his friends and ours. The 
effect • • • however, was that the Governor said the fight was one 
for control and that he would win or lose on that issue."l Blythe 
declared that this was unfortunate, but even if the Governor did 
not oompromise, he Should still be a delegate-at-la..rge. The "Stand­
patteI'll said Cummins wanted to be a delegate not to approve a platform 
suitable to Roosevelt but "to attempt to incorporate into the platform 
an idea which would otheruise not be foun<1 there. ,,2 
That Cummins did intend to get his tariff views into the 
national platform was indicated by a speech to the Republicans of 
Polk County in 1903. The Iowa Governor declared that he intended to 
do Whatever was within his power to introduce into the national plat­
form of 1904, the ideas ~lhich had already been expressed by the 
lBlythe to Perkins, January 19, 1904, Perkins Papers. 
Republicans of Iowa in their state platform. He tempered that remark, 
however, by stating: "I again record my belief that the modification 
of the tariff schedules is not the remedy for whatever evils these 
vast concentrations • • • contain "I
• • • • Cummins' speeches sug­
gested that the trust evils could be dealt with adequately through 
appropriate regulatory legislation. From such assertions the appre­
hens ions of the conservatives concerning the national platform were 
understandable, since the language of Cummins' declarations was 
clear in its intent. 
Writing to George Perkins, Cummins stated that the national 
platform would either s~ to the people that Republicans would 
re-examine the tariff schedules or else it would s~ nothing on that 
subject. Cummins argued that he did not care what the words were but 
did want to pledge the party to tariff re-examination~ Regarding 
reciprocity, the Iowa Governor said that Republicans should either 
declare that they believed in reciprocity to enlarge American markets 
or else declare reciprocity to be obsolete. He concluded by asserting 
he did not "favor any radical utterance in our platform, • • 
Obviously, however, these proposals would be radical to many con­
servatives and arouse heated opposition. 
IMSS copy of speech to Polk County Republican Convention, 1903, 
Cummins Papers, Telegrams and Speeches, Box 29, File 119. 
2Cummins to George Perkins, F'ebruary 19, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
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That the opposition did plan to thwart Cwmnins' intentions was 
indicated in an article in the Rock Island Argus. The paper stated 
that the plan of the anti-Cummins Republican.s was to use "oral and 
printed gossip" to make Cummins' vievTS appear to be out of line vIi th 
the national administration and that he "should not represent Iowa 
Republicans in Chicago •• •• ,,1 
Roosevelt's attitude toward the situation in Iowa was ambiva­
lent. In early 1903, A. B. Funk of Spirit Lake had conferred with 
the President and reported to Cummins that Roosevelt was friendly 
to him, and in private conversation was interested in tariff reform, 
8...nd the extension of American trade relations. Hm/ever, Funk con­
tinued, the President, even though he evidenced contempt for tIs tandpat­
ism" vIaS "under the pressure of great party and national necessity 
• • • to be diplomatic to the extent necessary to keep in working 
2
relations Kith congress and the party leaders." 
In a speech reported in the New York Sun, May 12, 1903, 
Roosevelt's assertions on the tariff issue were closer to the views 
of the oonservatives than to those of the reformers. Roosevelt 
spoke of slieeping and violent changes in the protective tariff as 
lR 1OCt{ lId' '"'ebru"""v 19S an .lU'gtlb,.1' c..... ,,· ' , 1904 , ('umn'; ns Pa.'..pers...;v;...;.;..;.;;....;...::-.__--' , 
~crapbooks, Vol. i. 
211.. B. l!unk to Gulillllins, }!~ebruary 2, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 8, File 31. 
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being disastrous in any event, "and they l"ould be fatal to our 
present well being if approached on the theory that the principle 
of the American tariff l"as to be abandoned. ,,1 
Roosevel t desired harmony above all, and communicated his 
pleasure with the compromise that Senator Allison seemingly achieved 
in Iowa in 1903. He vrrote Allison that he was "very glad of what you 
tell me about the harmony in Im-ra. This is very important. 1/2 The 
contradiction of Roosevelt privately leaning toward Cummins' views 
but publicly not appearing too warm toward them was attributable to 
his desire for peace and smooth congressional relations, and his 
presidential ambitions in 1904. A Minnesota supporter of Cummins 
wrote that he was not pleased with the President's apparent attitude 
on the tariff or reciprocity, but was convinced, "if left to himself 
and not terrorized by the 'Senatorial Junta, I he would be allright. 1I3 
Roosevelt was straddling the fence; seeming to lean toward the status 
quo publicly, but privately shOWing more warmth toward tariff reform. 
He was not alwa.Ys consistent and IIlocal hopefuls" discovered that some­
times it was necessary to fit their views to Roosevelt's. ~nese 
"hopefuls" found the task to be a test of their ingenuity but required, 
in view of the pre-eminence of Roosevelt and of their tendency to 
~ew York Sun, May 12, 1903, p. 1. 
2Roosevelt to Allison, April 28, 1903, Allison Papers, 
Vol. 84. 
~~. D. Washburn to Cummins, June 24, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellw1eou8 Correspondence, Box 10, File 37. 
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accept his word on party matters as infa1lible. l The position of the 
President was "to talk tariff revision firmly enough to frighten the 
old guard, but gently enough not to alienate them. ,,2 
Prior to the 1904 Republican state convention, Perkins, Allison, 
Cummins, Blythe, and Roberts engaged in numerous maneuvers to influence 
the make-up of the Iowa de1egation-at-large to the national convention. 
Cummins told Perkins he had two reasons for declining to make any 
prearrangements regarding the delegation to the national convention. 
The first was that any prearrangement would merely make the state 
convention a "rubber stamp" and stifle discussion, and seoond, the 
Governor had. no faith in the "other orowd." Cummins said Blythe 
wanted to make the Governor appear as a disturber so he coUld more 
easily be "disposed of. ,,3 Two weeks later, Cummins told Perkins he 
was agreeable to Senators Allison and Dolliver for delegatea-at-1arge 
and although he did not want strife, he would not confer with Blythe 
"or any of his crowd fl on the personnel of the delegation.4 Cummins' 
refusal to have anything to do with Blythe was probably due to the 
1Acrea, ~. oit., p. 42. 
2Ibide, citing John M. Blum, The Republican Roosevelt 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954), p. 77. 
3Cummins to Perkins, January 30, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
4Cummins to Perkins, February 19, 1904, Cummins Pa~ers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
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fact that the Governor felt he had been betrayed by the conservatives. 
cummins believed the "Sta.ndpatters" had purposely misconstrued his 
publio statements on the 1903 platform and made him appear as a 
challenge to recognized Republican beliefs. The Governor wanted the 
state convention to remain open in regards to the delegation-at-large 
and Blythe wanted the matter settled before the convention met. 
Perkins told Cummins that he was pleased at the Governor's 
approval of Senators Allison and Dolliver as delegates-at-large and 
hoped Cummins would get along with Blythe for the sake of harmony 
l
and to serve the President's interests.
Roberts told Perkins that the Governor was Willing to permit 
the Withdrawal of one of his supporters, A. B. Funk, as a candidate 
for delegate-at-large if last year's platform were readopted. The 
Director of the Mint said this would leave no reason for conflict and 
2hoped Blythe would approve. Parkins wrote Blythe suggesting reaffir­
mation of the platform and that both Cummins and Blythe groups should 
lperkins to Cummins, February 23, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, File 49. 
2Roberts to Perkins, February 25, 1904, Perkins Papers. 
This view is not supported by information in the Letterbooks of 
Governor Cummins. In writing to Funk, Cummins declared his 
disappointment at FUnk's withdrawal, but that he wou1.d not t~ to 
interfere in whatever course Funk oonsidered best. See p. 7,· 
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be represented at the national con:vent~on.l All
- ieon wrote urging a 
similar course, arguing that Iowa Republioans would risk condemnation 
if they changed or repudiated the 1903 platform. The Senator said 
the people had beoome aroused because Cummins had sought to fight for 
his "peculiar ideas" which were not in the 1903 statements and now 
the conservatives had a majority in the state convention. However, 
Allison declared the conservative majority should still be generous 
to the liberal minority.2 
Blythe's reaction was to argue for general reaffirmation "of 
adherence to policies enunciated in repeated party declarations" 
rather than an "express reaf'firmation. 1I3 However, Blythe's opposition 
to reaffirmation of the 1903 platform did not coinoide with the report 
Roberts made to Perkins. The Director of the laint said Blythe had 
agreed to accept the withdrawal of the Cummins' man, Funk, from 
candidacy for delegate-at-large in return for supporting readoption 
of the 1903 statement, whereupon Funk had withdrawn. 4 Roberts declared 
that distinct repudiation of the platform by direct attack now, would 
. tu t" 5be a most unfortunate SJ. a J.on. 
1Perkins to Blythe, March 20, 1904, Allison Papers, Vol. 35l. 
2;Ulison to Blythe, March 25, 1904, Allison Papers, Vol. 351. 
3Blythe to Allison, April 8, 1904, Allison Papers, Vol. 351. 
4Roberts to Perkins, March 25, 1904, Perkins Papers. 
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Cummins wrote to one of his advisors, following Funk's with­
drawal, saying that this action would have a depressing effect upon 
the contests taking place in the districts throughout the state and 
that the Governor was also inclined to withdraw as a candidate for 
delegate-at-large. Cummins further declared that the state conven­
tion would now try to send him as a delegate out of courtesy to his 
office and this would only be more humiliating. Cummins thought such 
action would rob him of influence and he would be merely a 'tcipher in 
the delegation, subject to ••• misrepresentation. III Finally, Cummins 
asserted, some of his friends would think the control of the state 
convention by the conservatives was a oompromise engineered by the 
Governor to quiet other elements in the party, but his withdrawal as 
a candidate for delegate-at-large would all~ such suspicions. 2 
Cummins told Funk, after the latter's withdrawal, that he did 
not desire this action unless Funk felt that was the only w~ to 
avoid defeat at the state convention. Cummins declared that he did 
not wish to go to the national convention as a captive of the Blythe 
machine and he hoped to withdraw as a oandidate for delegate-at-large 
lCummins to Tom Hay, March 17, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
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and spend his time correcting many of the misrepresentations in the
 
1 press. 
Funk replied that misrepresentations had given the advantage 
to the conservatives bu~ for the Governor to retire would deepen the 
factionalism. Funk urged Cummins not to withdraw as he might have 
some influence, especially if the liberals concealed their wounds 
and worked good naturedly. Funk speculated that perhaps the liberals 
had miscalculated in pushing for tariff reform since the people were 
inculcated with protection and the conservatives had made Cummins 
appear as working against protection. He concluded by sewing: "I 
beseech you as a friend and as a fellow worker in the political 
field to accept on the delegation the place open to you •••• ,,2 
Early 1904 was a period of distress and discouragement fon 
Cummins. In his home district, the Governor had suffered defeat when 
it became certain that J. A. T. Hull, a "Standpatter" would be renom­
inated for Congress. The campaign had been bitter and Cummins felt 
he had been completely misrepresented by the conservatives. A further 
aspect of this time of difficulties was the Governor's poor health. 
He was forced to leave his office for about a month at the very time 
when he needed his strength to combat the forces ranged against him. 
lCuro~ins to Funk, March 11,1904, Cummins Papers, Letterbooks, 
Vol. 9. 
2Funk to Cummins, IJIarch 18, 1904, yummins PaJ2ers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, File 51. 
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Thus the liberals were not in control in 1904. By making 
Cummins appear as an enemy of protection, a reaction to the Governor's 
views had developed and this, coupled with the conservative moves in 
the district Republican conventions, had brought about "Standpat" 
control of the state convention. 
Cummins wrote to his friend, F. J. Smalley of St. Paul, regard­
ing the somewhat bleak prospects for the liberals. The Governor 
contended that he had made no compromise last year and did not imagine 
that "malignity even could putc upon what I did the complexion it has 
since born. ,,1 He sa.id he had now learned never again to have any 
"prearrangements" with the "other crowd." Cummins concluded by 
saying: "It looks now as though the real sentiment of Iowa would 
fail of expression but I have infinite confidence that if it fails 
now it will be still more emphatic later on. ,,2 
Perkins sent Allison an article from the Sioux City Journal 
describing the Iowa political scene. The paper stated: "So far 
there has been no serious outbreak in opposition to the harmony 
programme of' naming the senators, the governor, and Mr. Blythe as 
3 The Journal declared there had beenthe four delegates at large. II 
lCummins to Smalley, March 14, 1904, Cummins Papers,
 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9.
 
3perkins to Allison, April 21, 1904, enclosing article from 
the Sioux Git3 lournal, Allison PaRers, Vol. 353. 
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rumors that insistence upon reaffirmation of last year's platform 
would endanger the chances of electing Cummins as a delegate-at­
large. "As the case stands, the delegates at large will be as 
suggested, unless it should happen that the governor declines to 
accept the courtesy at the hands of Mr. Blythe," concluded the paper. 1 
The mood of many Iowa Republicans as they approached the 1904 
state convention to frame a party declaration and select delegates 
to the national convention was expressed by a voter in a letter to 
Senator Allison. The writer declared: "We want no I Iowa ideal or 
Canadian reciprocity or 1901 or 1903 platform or any other compromise 
brought up to discourage ••• loyal ••• republicans.,,2 
II. THE 1904 STATE CONVENTION 
H. W. Byers, a Cummins I supporter, wrote to the 1mra Governor 
about the approaching state convention and the selection of the Iowa 
delegation to the national convention. He said that since Blythe was 
opposed to having the Iowa delegation to the national convention 
instructed as to 1-That the national platform should say, the liberals 
had a "splendid opportunity to insist upon an endorsement of the tariff 
and reciprocity plank of 1903. ,,3 Further, Byers said the delegation 
2C• J. Johnston to Allison, April 7, 1904, Allison Papers, 
Vol. 352. 
3B'lYers to (,ummins March 3, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
u Cor.reQ IJO'1de'nce, B.ox 13., File 51.Miscellaneous _. 
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should be instructed to support a man for the committee on resolutions 
who would present such a plank to the committee. Byers felt that if 
the liberals were defeated in these moves they would have embarrassed 
the conservatives by compelling them to repudiate the 1903 platform. l 
Another friend of Cummins had written to him about the state 
platform. G. M. Curtis of Clinton told the Iowa Governor that after 
Curtis had talked with Blythe in Chicago, Blythe had no objection to 
the party making a "strong expression" similar to that of 1903 "if 
couched in different language. II 2 
Commenting upon the approaching Iowa convention the Hawk-~ 
stated: "The differences that have agitated the party as to the 
declaration of principles will not be in evidence; • Four 
dS\Vs later the southern Iowa paper declared that the "great bulk of 
the counties have come into line, and present a practically unbroken 
front against the Ii ttle coterie who stand for' tariff-ripping.' fA 
The S]2iri t Lake Beacon told its readers that at the RepublicB.-l1 
state convention, the 1903 party platform would not be given any 
recognition. The paper asserted, however, that this situation was 
not due to the platform oontaining any "political heresy, II but because 
2eurtis to Cummins, March 24, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, File 51. 
M8\}'3Edi torial in the B.urlingtol1 !Iawk-~, 11, 19°4. 
4Edi torial in the B.urlington Ha1"k-~, M~ 15, 1904. 
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Ifrespectful treatment might be construed into some remote compliment 
lto Governor Cummins. n 
The Iowa State Republican Convention was held in Das Ivioines, 
May 18, 1904. The ~ Dodge Messenger reported: 
Iowa's long fight between "standpat .. Republicans and 
liberals on the issue of tariff revision and reciprocity 
ended in complete victory for the former in the state con­
vention for selecting delegates to the national convention. 
Of t'Wenty-six delegates chosen, twenty are standpatters and 
six are liberals. The resolutions adopted contain no senti­
ment whatever in favor of tariff revision, but declare that 
the protective principle "found its high fulfillment" in 
the Dingley law. Al3 to reciprocity, the platform declares 
that "it is unwise to seek markets abroad by sacrificing 
some parts of the markets at home. ,,2 
The Reg!ster and Leader reported that George Perkins had 
offered a more liberal tariff plank to the committee on resolutions 
at the convention. Perkins I suggestion urged that "tariff rates 
should be ohanged from time to time by the friends of the policy and 
not by its enemies whenever necessity for change shall arise. u3 How­
ever this move was defeated since "the standpatters had eight members 
of the oommittee on resolutiOns.'~ 
lEditorial in the Spirit Lake Beacon, May 6, 1904. 
21i'ort Dod~ Messenger, May 20, 1904! p. L. See Appendix B 
for those portions of the 1904 Iowa Republican Platform relating 
to the tariff, reciprocity, and trusts. 
3Des Moine~ Register and Leader, M~ 19, 1904, p. 1. 
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Editorially, the Register ~ Leader commented: 
~he f~at declarati~n at this time that Iowa denounces any 
rec~proc2ty whatever ~n competitive products cannot be con­
strued as other than a repudiation of the Cuban treaty that 
President Roosevelt so urgently demanded and as a severe 
oriticism of Senators Allison and Dolliver for supporting 
it in the senate, as well as of the entire congressional 
delegation which voted for it in the house. Such a declara­
tion is also a repudiation of the Kasson treaties Which 
McKinley sent to the senate with his approval •• ••1 
The Cedar Rapids Republican said the resolutions adopted were 
to be regarded as "a happy solution of the contest in Iowa repub­
licanism. They are not radical but they contain elements of 
republican protection. ,,2 The next day the paper declared that the 
"tiresome factional fighting in the party mavr now be regarded as a 
closed incident.,,3 However, as events were to prove, the "incident" 
was not closed yet. 
The Hawk:.-~e asserted that "harmony reigned supreme • • • • ,,4 
Continuing in the mood of triumph, the Burlington paper deolared: 
"The republicanism of MoKinley, of Blaine and of Roosevelt without 
blemish and without apology is written ••• across the record of 
every action taken by the gathering.,,5 The paper reported Governor 
Currurnins' comments about the tariff plank in the platform. According 
lEditorial in the Register and Leader, May 19, 1904. 
2Editorial in the Cedar Rapids Re.p::blioan, MaJ' 19, 1904. 
3Editorial in the Cedar Rapids Republican, r'lay 2Q, 1904. 
4Edi tori a1 in the ~~, Ma.v 19, 1904. 
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to the "standpat ll voice, he declared: "The other fellows had a 
majority of the convention," but "I am a loyal party man and am 
bound by that platform. I do not care to discuss that question 
1further. II The concluding sentence of the Governor's statement was 
probably a good indication of his true sentiments. 
That harmony was not quite "supreme H throughout Iowa after the 
1904 state convention, was indicated by a letter to Senator Allison 
from H. W. Byers. The Harlan Republican said that the seventh plank 
in the platform was not liked by many voters and that some congres­
sional seats in Iowa might be lost beoause of the statement. Byers 
declared that he hoped the national platform would be written with 
the purpose of at least holding Republican votes and certainly not 
· 2t o drJ.ve any away. 
Another sign of dissatisfaction .Ii th the Iowa platform came 
from Waterloo. The ~essenger reported that Republicans from Waterloo 
were going to organize a tariff reform league because of their disap­
pointment with the state platform. The paper said that most 
Republioans in Waterloo were fairly unanimous in their stand for 
tariff revision as evidenoed by their petition of 1901 to Congressman 
Henderson to use his influence for revision of schedules. Henderson's 
reply had come in the form of censure, arousing much oppoai tion to 
2Byers to Allison, Iilay 23, 1904, Allison Pa!!ers, V?1. 351. 
See Appendix B for the Iowa Platform and the seventh planK. 
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Henderson, and according to the Messenger,: "ultimately caused his 
retirement. ,,1 Such opposition may have had some effect regarding 
Henderson's withdrawal, but many other forces were also in operation 
at the time. The Waterloo opposition could not be regarded as 
necessarily the most important factor in the situation. 2 No reasons 
were found in the study for the interest in tariff reform in Waterloo 
over other Iowa cities. 
For the "Standpat" element, however, the Iowa political 
picture was reason for elation. J. W. Blythe wrote to Senator 
Allison that the national convention could be anticipated as 
presenting no problems. He stated: 
I think we are very much to be congratulated on the whole 
at the outcome of the convention. The temper of the conven­
tion was such that if our radical friends had insisted on 
extreme measures, I fear we might have had some unpleasant­
ness. As it is, I cannot think that we have made any 
serious mistake or have gone so far that we can be 
embarrassed b~ anything that the national convention is 
likely to d05 J 
The~. Paul Dispatch editorializ.ed upon the Iowa convention 
and resulting platform, in terms far from complimentary. The paper 
declared: "It seemed to us incredible that a body of republicans 
would so completely reverse opinions repeatedly expressed in con-
IFort Dodge r,lessen@r, ~1a.y 24, 1904, p. 1. 
33 for the situation surrounding Henderson's resigna­2See p. 
tion from the congressional contest. 
3Blythe to Allison, M~ 20, 1904, Allison Papers, Vol. 351. 
.. jJ 
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VJention as did this latest oonvention. ,,1 The St. Paul paper then 
proceeded to give its reasons for the defeat of the liberal view: 
The motive that inspired this action was exactly the same 
that actuated the stalwarts in Wisconsin. It was a hot desire 
to "down" Cummins in Iowa as it was to "down" La Follette in 
the other state. Both men had overthrown machines that had 
ruled in their states for years. Each stood for ideas in 
advocacy of which they had won. Hostility attached to both 
and their cause. 2 
In the final portion of the article, however, hope for Cummins was 
expressed in the statement: t1We predict that events will show that 
they have strengthened the hands of Gov. Cummins and the 'Iowa 
Idea. ' ,,3 
The turnabout in Iowa politics in 1904 might have appeared as 
a significant coup for the conservatives. Certainly they deserved 
some credit for the reversal by managing events at the district 
oonventions when the liberals seemed to wilt in the face of conservative 
opposition. However, this was not the entire reason. A reaction 
had set in to the Governor's views, especially after the strong 
reciprocity bid in the 1904 inaugural speech. The Beacon suggested 
that the liberals were moving too fast for the people, since 
Iowans had been steeped in protection for years, being a Republican 
state. The enemies of Cummins, using their newspapers, pictured the 
lC. N. Goddard to Allison, June 4,1904, enclos~ng editorial 
from the St. Paul Dispatch entitled "The Iowa Rebound, n. d. , 
Allison Paperu, Vol. 352. 
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Governor as an enemy of protection and a conspirator against the 
1people. Several instances of Cummins complaining about newspaper 
misrepresentation were found, but they were especially numerous in 
February, March, and April, 1904. The M.essenger also spoke of the 
reaction against the Governor's ideas in 1904. 2 Again, Cummins' health 
was a. factor. After being forced to leave his office in the early 
months of 1904, he finally went on a trip in an effort to restore 
his health. The extent of the influence of his health on the 
deterioration of the liberal control might be questioned, but that 
it did have Bome effect could be reasonably assumed. Thus, f'ollo'tdng 
the 1904 IOlia Republican Convention, the "Standpatters" were in 
control of the party, at least for the time being. However, Cummins 
was a dalegate-at-large to the Republican National Convention, and 
in that role, "1Quld again make an effort in behalf of his views. 
III. THE 1904 REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVEnTION 
The 1904 Republican National Convention was held in Chicago. 
Iowa sent twenty-six delegates, of whom four were the delegates-at­
large, Senators Allison and Dolliver, Governor Cummins and the 
influential J. 'Ii. Blythe. Obviously the Iowa Governor was the only 
lEditorial in the ~irit Lake Beacon, Niay 6,1904. 
2Editorial in the For~ Dod~ Messen~, May 27, 1904. 
to 
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one of these four representing the more liberal view of tariff 
revision, although Senator Dolliver leaned slightly in that direction. 
As mentioned previously,l only six of the twenty-six delegates from 
Iowa "l-rere liberals. Therefore, this minority could hardly be expected 
to exercise much influence and the conservatives were little disposed 
tovrards permitting the minority view to be expounded. Blythe wrote 
to Senator Allison prior to the convention that he had heard rumors 
that the Governor l..as going to try for recognition on lithe Committee 
on Resolutions or on some other important committee. 1f2 Blythe 
observed: III don't believe there is an;ything in it, but it might 
be l'l'ell enough for US to take the thing by the forelock and ask 
our friends on the delegation not to commit themselves in any way 
until tve can talk things over. 113 
Cummins did indeed, plan to t~~a action at the national con­
vention as shown by the events that transpired. The Iowa Governo~ 
proposed specific resolutions to be endorsed by the Iowa delegation 
that were very strong, and indicated Cummins was still continUing to 
press his vieloTS, despite the conservative strength. The following 
statements were among the points for which he sought endorsement by 
L 82See p.. 
2Blythe to Julison, May 27, 1904, Allison PaEer~, Vol. 351. 
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the Iowa delegation: 
2.	 An unmistakeable reoognition of the fact that the tariff 
sohedules must be adjusted at reasonable intervals to 
meet ohanging conditions of production and that any 
such readjustment should be made by th~ friends of pro­
tection. 
3.	 That at the next session of the present Congress the 
subject should be taken up and suoh changes should be 
made as are required to preserve for OUI' producers and 
secure for our consumers adequate protection _ no 
more, no less. 
4.	 A plain and forcible declaration for reciprocit,y to be 
established either by treaty or action of Congress, as 
circumstanoes may demand, whenever the policy can be 
employed to inorease production at home and promote 
the general welfare! whether in competitive or non­
competitive things. 
These	 resolutions demonstrated that the position of the Iowa Governor 
was not one of retreat or retrenchment. The ~-Eye stated that 
Cummins presented the Iowa delegates the "Iowa Idea" in "entirely 
2
nei" dress. It The result of Cummins' proposal WaJ3 the tabling of the 
motion by a vote of twenty-three to three; and "to emphasize the 
defeat of Governor Cummins, J. \{. Blythe iias chosen as the Iowa 
member of the committee on resolutions. ,,3 Senator Dolliver, although 
reported as favoring Cummins' ideas in principle, spoke against them. 4 
lAlbert, The Pretender, pamphlet from the Democratic State 
Committee, 1906, Hull Papers, File 9· 
2Burlington HaWk-Eye, June 21, 1904, p. 1. 
3Cedar Ra12ids Republican, June 21, 1904, p. 1. 
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The Iowa Senator declared the time had come for Iowa Republicans, 
and the delegates to the national convention to stop quibbling over 
differences. Dolliver said that the "proper thing to do is to cast 
aside questions upon whioh differences of opinion exist and to get 
together on the great mass of issues upon Which there is strong 
agreement and to present the strongest front to the OPPosition."l 
The Re2ublican reported that Governor Cummins had made the "futile 
and humiliating attempt in the Chicago convention" to try to "Vindicate 
himself once more.,,2 
A possible motive behind Cummins' actio~~ at the Republican 
national convention might have been a letter he received from John 
A. Kasson in June, 1904. The former diplomatic officer asserted that 
he hoped Cummins t influence might "be felton the Cluestion of the 
Platform at Chicago. ,,3 Kasson advised that there was a group of 
politicians who wanted the party to go on record with a vote of 
distrust of the Republican party, or a vote of want of confidence 
in the party by putting in the resolutions a declaration opposing 
all revision of the tariff. He declared: lilt will damage our party 
'tiidely if this is done. ,,4 
lUegister and Leader, June 21, 1904, p. 1. 
2Cedar Rapids RePHblican, June 22, 1904, p. 1. 
3Kasson to Cummins, June 16, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscollaneous Correspondence, Box 14, File 54. 
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Following the defeat of Cummins' maneuvers ldthin the Iowa 
delegation, attention turned to the sub-committee preparing the 
Republican National Platform of 1904. The members w L d ~ ere: 0 ge oJ. 
Massachusetts, Galling of New Hampshire, Lauterbach of IJew York, 
Dalzell of Pennsylvania, Foraker of Ohio, Hopkins of Illinois, 
Clark of "t-lyoming, Nelson of Minnesota, Hansbrough of North Dakota, 
Heyburn of Idaho, Blythe of Iowa, Beveridge of Indiana and Short of 
California. Lodge was the chairman of this group. Only Nelson and 
Hansbrough were regarded as being sympathetic to revision along the 
lines of Governor Cummins' ideas. l 
Blythe was reported as opposing	 the statement of endorsement 
2given to reciprocity but was out-voted. The Messenger commented 
about Blythe's aotions at the convention by saying Iowa had been 
criticized for recent tariff agitation on the grounds of being out 
of line with Republicans elsewhere in the country and that Blythe 
"and his supporters ••• proposed to restore Iowa to good standing 
within the party and make its opinions so much like all the rest 
,,3 The paper concluded by asserting that one of Blythe's 
fir.at acts on the committee on resolutions had been to "appear as one 
of a minority in the party council, fighting with Mr. Dalzell of 
I,., , n J ?2 1904 p 1h£l.1fic-~ye , une...,· ,. • 
2Editorial in the l!"ort Dodge Nessen~r, JW16 28,1904. 
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Pittsburgh, for the most extreme and uncompromising expression of 
the Protective policy. ,,1 No ev' d f d ~ ence was oun that Blythe was 
working in the interests of the Burlington Railroad. Apparently, 
his anti-tariff and anti-reciprocity maneuvers were motivated by 
fear of Cummins' threat to the Republican Establishment in Iowa rather 
than any corporate influence on Blythe. 
The platform, as finally adopted by the Republicans in 1904 
declared that protection was "a cardinal policy of the Republioan 
party" and that "rates of duty should be readjusted only when condi­
tiona have so changed that the public interest demands their 
alteration.,,2 On the subject of reciprocity the statement said the 
policy should be followed "whenever reciprocal arrangements can be 
effeoted consistent with the principles of protection and without 
injury to American agrioulture, American labor, or any American 
industry. 1,3 
Senator Dolliver's reaction was neither one of elation nor 
chagrin, but rather a calm deolaration in the mood of his advice to 
the Iowa delegation when reacting to Cummins' insistence upon a more 
definite tariff plank. The Iowa Senator declared that he did not 
"see in the national platform any vindication of anybody except those 
~oss, 2£. oit., p. 70, citing McDowell, Platforms, p. 135· 
See AppendiX C for portions of the 1904 RepUblican3rbid• 
PIatform:-­
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who quietly urged our people at Des Moines to make a broad and 
generous statement of party faith."l 
Governor Cummins appeared pleased with the platform, at least 
in his letters and public statements. He told a reporter that the 
"declaration of Republican principles upon which we are now to make 
a national campaign as compared with the recent Iowa platform is a 
distinct victory for the Iowa idea. 112 The Iowa Governor declared that 
he could make such an assertion because the platform distinctly 
recognized that tariff schedules must be revised when conditions 
required a change, but the Iowa platform refused to recognize any 
such possibility. Furthermore, stated Cummins, the national platform 
"does not confine reciprocity to non-competitive products as 
specifically declared in the Iowa platform. ,,3 
In writing to a supporter in Wisconsin, Cummins declared that 
the work of the national convention left the "door open" to increase 
public sentiment for tariff revision and that he had done "everything 
.Ain my power to induce a straightforward, positive, statement •• . . 
Concluding, the Governor declared: "While the platform settles 
lDol1iver to Perkins, June 27, 1904, Perkins Papers. 
2Interview given to a reporter named Williams following the 
Republican National Convention, n.n., n.d., Cummins Papers, 
Scrapbooks, Vol. I. 
4 S~tronq, June 25, 1904, Cummins PaRers, Cummins to H. t', 
Letterbooks, Vol. 10. 
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nothing so far as the general struggle is concerned it is a complete 
victory when compared with the platform recently adopted in my own 
1
state." 
Many Cummins' admirers thought that the national platform 
vindicated his views. An Oskaloosa man wrote that he waa commending 
Cummins because "the Republican National Platform substantially adopts 
the 'Iowa Idea' and sustains Governor Cummins • .,2 Another message, 
from Michigan, stated that the writer wished to extend congratulations 
to the IOrTa Governor for "compelling the bosses to admit that such a 
thing as a tariff revision might be necessary. While they claim the 
'lOl1'a Idea' was downed, I kn01'1' the 'Iowa Idea' made itself feI t and 
to you belongs the credit. ,,3 G. C. Hutchin, Secretary of the Iowa 
State Manufacturing Association wrote to Governor Cummins: "Permit 
me to extend congratulations for the splendid recognition given you 
and the I Iowa Idea' at the hands of the Resolutions Committee at the 
National Convention. ,A The Grinnell Gazette declared that the 
national platform was Ita complete victOr;}r for the friends of revision 
and reciprocity and a Cummins' victory. ,,5 
2 B It t C ins June 22 1904 Cununins Papers,J. B. 0 on 0 umm . , " 
Miscellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 14, File 54. 
3George Fenton to Cummins, June 23, 1904, Cummins Pa~rs, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 14, File 54. 
4G• C. Hutchin to Cummins, June 23, 1904, Cummins PaEers, 
Iiliscellaneous Correspondenoe I Box 14, File 54. 
5Grinnell Gazette, July 7, 1904, fummins PaJ2ers , ~crapbooks, 
Vol. II. 
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Historians have varied in their interpretations of the 
Republican platform of 1904. One holda that the platform modified 
the high tariff position of previous years as a gesture of compromise 
after Cummins' protests of a year earlier. He stated that the tariff 
reformers were justified in believing that they had gained Boma-
thing in the 1904 deolaration, since it urged that rates of duty be 
readjusted when conditions so changed that the public demanded their 
change. I This view would support Cummins' contention that the 1904 
Republioan platform was a Victory for his position on tariff revision 
and reciprooity. 
The 1904 Republican platform refleoted general compatibility 
with the views of President Roosevelt. In his second annual message 
to Congress in 1902, he declared he was not in favor of adjusting the 
tariff to reach the evils of trusts, but rather wanted proper regula­
tion of business to give domestio oompetition a fair chanoe. The 
President said that the first consideration was to put American 
business interests at least on a full aquali ty with foreign interests 
and to allow "a sufficient rate of duty to more than cover the 
,,2difference between labor costs here and abro ad •••• Roosevelt 
lr4alcolm Moos, The Republicans: A HistorY of Their Party 
(New York: Random Hou;;: 1956), p. 247. 
2Theodore Roosevelt, state PaEers ~ Governor and President 
(Vol. XV of The Works of Theodore Roosevelt, ed~ H~rm~Hagedorn. \ 
20 vols., NatIOnal edition; l~ew York: Charles Scrl.bner s Sons, 1926 J , 
pp. 144-45. 
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declared that one method of readjustment was through reciprocit,y 
which would open wider fields to American producers and provide for 
lowering of the duties when no longer needed. The President asserted 
such lowering of the rates might be pursued uWhen the minimum damage 
done may be disregarded for the sake of the maximum good accomplished. ul 
Finally, he said if reciprocity could not be used to adjust the rates, 
then duties might be directly lowered after complete consideration by 
practical experts who would examine the problem from the business 
view and for the commercial well being of the people. 2 Notice should 
be taken of the similarity of Roosevelt's statements and the views 
of Governor Cummins. 
In 1904, when responding to the committee appointed to notify 
him of his nomination for the Presidency, Roosevelt's language was 
more general as he declared changes in the tariff should be made 
whenever the need arose but only by those devoted to the protective 
principle. 3 He also suggested that the United States should pursue 
reciprocal arrangements as outlined by McKinley whenever such agree­
ments could be made wi tbout harm to American industry or American 
labor. 4 
See Appendix D for a portion of Roosevelt's remarks.2Ibid• 
3 R It Presidential Addresses and State PapersTheodore ooseve , .. .. -:::- ) 11­
of Theodore Roosevelt (New York: P. F. Collier and ~on, 1920 , .~, 
--:-":::""'"~_.- . .-. ­
pp. 42-43. 
4-b 'd~ :1.. 
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These statements of the President of 1902 and 1904 reveal 
considerable agreement with assertions of Governor Cummins. As 
previously stated, Cummins did not advocate using the tariff to get 
at the evils of the trusts nor general tariff revision, even though 
his enemies constantly harped on the opposite theme. l He urged 
reciproci ty for the United States even if some harm was done to 
American business because, the Iowa Governor said, more advantages 
would accrue to this country.2 Finally, Governor Cummins said that 
the United States should use reciprocity to help "our own people ll 
and that import duties should measure the difference between the 
costs of production in this country and in foreign countries.) Compar­
ison of Roosevelt's statements, Cummins' statements and the 1904 
Republican platform indicate many areas of agreement, and probably 
more than the conservatives would want to admit. However, such 
points of agreement were so general in nature that an interpreter 
for either side could find in each, arguments in support of his 
point of view. 
Blum has argued that for the 1904 campaign, Roosevelt needed 
the help of local organizations which had been built up by Republican 
Since most of these congressmen were devoted to protec­congressmen. 
ISee pp. 22-23. 
3See pp. 20-21. 
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tion along "standpat" lines, the President subscribed to their policy 
on the proteotive tariff. He has suggested that even Roosevelt's 
support of Cuban reciprocity was to be considered "an aberrant 
episode. ,,1 This was an example of Roosevelt doing what he considered 
to be the expedient thing; and one writer has argued that Roos8vel t' s 
commi tment to tariff reform, if it existed at all, was 11ttle more 
than a matter of expediency. He thinks that whenever Roosevelt 
could oonvince himself that morality was not involved in a question 
the expedient thing was the right thing, If' and in the general tariff' 
issue, by far the most expedient thing was to do nothing.' ,,2 
An indioation of what might be done for tariff revision 
folloWing the national campaign and election of 1904, was contained 
in a letter from Senator AlLison to George Perkins. The influential 
Senator said he felt the tariff question llould be settled Wisely but 
that aotion should be undert~ken as soon as possible after March 4, 
1905 to relieve discontent that might follow before the congressional 
elections of 1906. Allison said the summer of 1905 was the time for 
the friends of protection to examine the subject. He declared reasons 
should be given for any changes which might be made. The Senator 
l,John M.. Blum, The Re12ublican Roosevelt (Cambridge: 
Hal~ard University Press, 1954), p. 68. 
2Acrea, .9.I!.- cit., p. 43, oit~ng Geor~ E~ M~ln'"\J, The Era o.f 
CT."h d. R,. It 77":::n The 1\Tew A~erl.can Natl.on oer:leS , ads. Henr;y
.I. eo ora ooseve \. Hl _ ~ fW' . . •. '" 
Steele Commager ~d Richard Be r:Iorrise ~ew York: narpar.8J1d 
Brothers, 1958), p. 127; and MOOS,~. c~t., p. 251, quo~~ng . 
D, '" It .,~ , . • "I am having anything bu t a harmom.ous hIDe
nOO.JaVa as oa.;~l'1ng. . f di II 
about the tariff • • • whioh I regard as a matter 0 expe, €lnoy. 
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p 
fel t such action vlOuld oonsolidate the party in support of whatever 
1 
was done. Thus, at least correspondenoe by one prominent Republioan 
indicated some inolination towards revision of the tariff so long 
sought by the liberals. Whether such ohanges would meet the liberal 
requirements and be quiokly effected would only be demonstrated by 
the passage of time. 
IV. GROUPS SUPPORTING GUMMIllfS 
Despite the triumph of the oonserva-tivas in 1904, the "Iowa 
Idea lt was far from dead. There was widespread popular support for 
tariff reform throughout the state, both individual and corporate. 
Typioal of the letters received in the Iowa capital were those 
which spoke as follows; 
Stand to your guns -- If the Republicans do not revise 
the tariff the Democrats will -- You are right. Your 
doctrine will pass the party, and the country -- Repub­
lican revision means continued prosperity, the gradual 
minimizing of the trust influences ••••2 
Permit me to congratulate you on the position you occupy 
regarding tariff revision • • •• The Iowa platform rings 
true as recognized throughout the land - albeit I do not 
have full faith in anything being done until the people 
urge more vigorously.3 
The Governor was often asked to speak to meetings of the groups 
lA1lison to Perkins, November 27, 1904, Perkins Papers. 
2R• E. Jenkins to Cummins, September 18, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 6, File 23. 
3James Wilson, ::3ecretary of AgTiculture, to Cummins, 
DecembeIl, n.d. t 1902, Gummins !,ape~, Miscellaneous Correspondence, 
Box 7, Jf'ile 27. 
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giving him their support. Whenever Possible, Cummins tried to comply 
with these renuests. Obviously sPbaki ~ , ~ ng engagements helped to arouse 
and sustain public interest in the subjects of tariff revision and 
reciprocity. This situation was especially true because of the news­
paper publicity customarily attendant to the Governor's speeches 
given outside of Iowa. 
One of the Iowa organizations supporting Governor Cummins was 
the Tri-City Reciprocity League. This group was composed of man­
ufacturers from Davenport, Iowa, and Rock Island and Moline, Illinois. 
The members included: the Bettendorf Metal Wheel Company, Deere and 
Company, the Moline Elevator Company, the Moline Plow Company, the 
Moline Wagon Company, the Rock Island Iron Works, the Sylvan Steel 
VIorks, and the vfilson-Moline Buggy Company.. The group advertised 
their total number of employees at 6,600, aggregate capital and surplus 
at 11 million dollars, and the value of their products annually at 
over 18 million dollars. 1 The association wrote to Congressman 
Henderson in late 1902, urging him to persuade Senator Allison to use 
his influenoe for liberal reciprocity treaties. The League contended 
that foreign nations were retaliating commercially because of 
senatorial inactivity on the reciprocity treaties negotiated under the 
the letterhead Tri-City Reciprocity League to Cummins,1From , .. d1904, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous ~orrespon enee,February 10,
 
Box 13, Pile 49.
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McKinley administration and this action was hurting the manufacturers.l 
The harm, the League stated, was due to the foreign retaliation 
causing a reduction in the consumption of American farm products. 2 
Henderson forwarded the letter to Senator Allison for the Senator's 
consideration. 3 
The Corresponding Secretary of the League, Nathanial French,4 
wrote to the Iowa Governor and all the members of the Iowa delegation 
in Congress in early 1904. French urged expansion of reciprocity. He 
said that manufacturers gained when the farmer could sell abroad, 
since this increased his ability to buy farm machinery, and the 
ma~ufacturers also profited from expansion of export trade in man­
ufactured goods. French argued that Canadian reciprocity would be 
beneficial to both nations. He warned that if more friendly trade 
relations were not forthcoming, a retaliatory policy would be used 
by the Canadians, and the United States' exports l'Wuld fall. French 
defended entrance of Canadian wheat into the American market as not 
harmful to the price of wheat, as the price was fixed abroad where 
wheat from all nations met in competition. He said that the League 
would not support reciprocity in Canadian wheat if the situation were 
lHenderson to Allison, December 9, 1902, enclosing letter 
from the Tri-City Reciprocity League, Allison Papers, Vol. 346. 
4French was the Vice-President of the Bettendorf Metal wilesl 
Company. 
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othe~Tise, since the League members depended upon the farmers' 
prosperi ty. He concluded by saying that English goods received 
preferential rates in Canada and that this preference would increase 
in the near future if the Uni ted States di" d not seek closer reciprocal 
trade arrangements with her northern neighbor. l 
An interesting aspect of the Tri-City Reciprocity League was 
that it was a branch of the National Reciprocity League of Chicago. 
John A. Kasson, the former Iowan and ohief negotiator of the Kasson 
Treaties, was a member of the Board of Direotors of this organization. 
As mentioned previously, Kasson may have been of some inf1uenoe in 
shaping Cummins' views regarding the tariff and reoiprooity. The 
Iowa Governor was asked to speak to the national oonvention of the 
League in a letter written by the Secretary, who stated that the 
organization felt Cummins represented the prinoiples advocated by 
the League through his association with the "Iowa Idea. ,,2 
Another Iowa firm supporting the Governor was the John r,iorre11 
and Company meat packing organization of Ottumwa. Thomas D. Foster, 
an officer of the firm, praised Cummins for his stand on the tariff: 
"I am very much pleased with your consistent stand in favol:" of a 
modified tariff and adjustment of trusts as far as possible through 
ITri_Ci ty Reciprocity League to Cummins, }l'ebru~ 10, 1904, 
Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, F~le 49. 
2Seoretary of The National Reoiproci ty League to CUIDmins, 
November 20, 1902, Cummins Pa:gers, Miscellaneous Correspondence, 
Box 7, ]~ile 26. 
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the tariff, it is the only vital issue before the oountry today. ,,1 
Foster declared that England was preparing to enact tariff laws 
harmful to the United States and he felt this country should "move 
by easy stages" to show England "that we are friendly and willing to 
exchange products with her on terms that are beooming easier •••• ,,2 
Foster said such a move would be in the interests of the United States 
and of Iowa because of increased trade ~ both in manufactured goods, 
3and agricultural products, that would occur. Although the firm was 
largely an .American operation in 1902, it still maintained offices in 
Liverpool. T. D. Foster was the son of William Foster, a partner 
of the original founder of the firm, John Morrell. 4 
Two Iowa firms however, were opposed to the removal of duties 
from specific articles. The Roddewig~Schmidt Candy Company of Daven­
port wrote to Senator Allison, saying that the removal of duties from 
sugar beets would eliminate the sugar beet industry in the United 
States.5 The Crescent Macaroni Company of Davenport opposed the 
lThomas D. li"'oster to Cummins, August 1, 1902, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 6, File 21. 
4	 (Ott ,fa John liLorre1l and Compa..11Y,The :bTui t of 100 Years wm: 
-~_....	 -- ... _­
1927),	 pp. 3-5. 
5 c ~"Comp~nv to Allison, December 31, 1902,Roddewig-Schmidt an~ -v 
Allison Papers, Vol. 348. 
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removal of duties on macaroni, and in fact, desired an increase. I 
Thus, the business community, as well as the political community, 
experienced different views on the tariff reform question. The 
business attitude toward tariff reform generally depended upon how 
such refonn would affect the firms' economic interests. 
Many out-of-state groups wrote to Cummins indicating their 
support of his ideas. The Michigan Manufacturers Association asked 
Cummins for a statement of his views, pointing out that: "Michigan 
manufacturers want the Canada markets and most of us favor. reciprocity 
in a general way; but there is a diversity of views as to the details 
of mutual concession •••• 112 The Iowa Governor was in contact 
with the Minnesota Governor as the two exchanged ideas concerning 
a liberal tariff policy. The Massachusetts Reform Club of Boston 
wrote to Governor Cummins early in 1902, asking him to address the 
January meeting of the group. The Secretary of the Club told 
Cummins that the organization would like to hear an address on 
the tariff by the chief exponent of the "Iowa Idea. 113 
lCrescent Macaroni Company to Allison, February 19, 1902, 
Allison Papers, Vol. 348. 
2George Bardern, President of The Michigan Iilanui'a.cturers 
Association to Cummins, Februar,y 10, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 13, File 49. 
4J • G. Palfrey, Seoretary of The Massachusetts Reform Club 
of Boston to Cummins, January 9, 1902, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, Box 3, File 10. 
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A very strong link existed between E. N. Foss of Boston and 
Governor Cummins as both sought to extend ideas of tariff revision 
and reciprocity throughout their section of the nation. Foss was a 
brother of Congressman Foss of Chicago and had. also been a Republican 
candidate for nomination to public office on a liberal trade poliCy.l 
Foss was a leader in the movement for Canadian reoiprocity, and 
al though a lifa-long Republican, later changed paxties and was 
elected Governor of Massachusetts in 1910 on the Democratic ticket. 2 
FOBS and Cummins engaged in considerable correspondence, exchanging 
views and working on strategy. Foss was, at the time of this cor­
respondence, Manager and Treasurer for the B. F. Sturtevant Blower 
Company of Boston. The firm maintained offices in London, indicating 
more than a passing interest in l'iorld trade. Foss 1'1as also on the 
National Committee of the American Reciprocal Tariff League witil 
offices in Chicago.3 He l'Trote to Cummins in 1903, "our reciprocity 
work is progressing very favorably here. ,,4 A month later Foss 
asserted "another very encouraging symptom" was the use of the 
lShaw to Perkins, September 6, 1902, Perkins Papers. 
2Commonwealth Histo;¥ of Massachusetts (Vol. V, ed. A. B. 
Hart. 5 vols., New y'ork: Th;-States History Co., 1930), pp. 180-81. 
3American Reciprocal Tariff League to Cummins, October 24, 
1905, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous Correspondenoe, Box 19. 
4Foss to CWIlmins, Maroh 14, 1903, CullUilins Papers, r.asoella.neous 
Correspondence, Box 8, File 32. 
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editorial column of an influential local publication which had been 
offered to Foss to publicize reciprocity. 1 
Shortly before the Iowa Republican convention of 1903, the 
Massachusetts colleague of Cummins wrote to him about reports of the 
"death" of the "Iowa Idea. II Foss declared he had. noticed the attempts 
of the press to convince the public that the "Iowa Idea" was dead, 
but that he was certain of its vitality and of Cummins' purpose to 
impress the issue upon the people. 2 Following the convention, Foss 
told Cummins, "the next step, I presume, is to get these ideas into 
the national platform.,,3 
The Governor spoke of the national platform to Foss in 
October, 1903, saying the East and West would have to work together 
for the fight at the national convention. "rle must be able to make a 
sufficient showing there to coerce our opponents into a platform that 
4will give us a good title for the future," declared Cummins.
Cummins wrote to Foss that a Canadian reciprocity treaty would 
never be achieved until a campaign had been waged "establishing the 
lFoss to Cummins, April ll~ 1903, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. 
2.,., t....· J'nne 19 1903, Cumm.J..·.ns Papa.rs, [,liscellaneous1I06S 0 (Jummlns, \.c' "'. 
Correspondence, Box 10, File 37. 
31<'088 to Cummins, July lL, 1903, Cummin.s Pa~rs, I,liscellaneous 
Correspondence, Box 10, File 38. 
4Cummins to Foss, October 5, 1903, Cummins Papers, Letter­
books, Vol. 7. 
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essential lines upon which these treaties must be negotiated."l The 
Iowa Governor said he felt that the two main obstacles to any progress 
were: first, the tendency not to disturb the tariff directly or 
indirectly for fear of upsetting business stability and confidence, 
and second, the belief that none of the American market, no matter 
how' small, should be traded for foreign markets, no matter how large. 2 
In early 1904, Foss wrote that he was not pleased with the 
fact that President Roosevelt had deferred so much to party leaders 
on reciprocity but that Foss understood the President's policy to be 
one of advising "his reciprocity friends to convert our opponents in 
the Senate. ,,3 
Foss, as rlel1 as Cummins, encountered problems in trying to 
propagate the liberal tariff views. He sent Cummins a copy of a 
letter of resolutions by the Home Market Club of Boston against 
competitive reciprocity.4 The Boston Post reported that Foss tried 
to have a plank for Canadian reciprocity put into the t.lassachusetts 
5Republican platform for 1904, but was defeated. Foss urged that a 
leummins to Foss, November 9, 1903, Cummins Papers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 7. 
3poss to Cummins, January 29, 1904, Cummins Papers, 
Misoellaneous Correspondence, Box 12, File 48. 
4pos s to Cummins, April 3, 1903, Cummins Papers,0 FOle 33 See Appendix E forMiscellaneous Correspondenoe, Box /, 1· • 
these resolutions. 
5Boston Post, April 16, 1904, p. 1.
"..... *----­
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need for tariff revision eXisted, but along "sane and systematic linea ll 
to prevent any fear of disturbance to business. The Massachusetts 
liberal said that if the public only understood the merits of reci­
procity, they would "take up wi th it. ,,1 
Another prominent Republican interested in cooperation between 
the East and West in ~Torking for a tariff statement was Postmaster-
General Payne. He reminded Cummins that the "great battlefield of 
1904 -will be the states of New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Connecticut, 
and Rhode Island, i.;here the people are very sensitive regarding the 
tariff. ,,2 Payne suggested that the "sensitivi tyl1 of the East I1should 
be given due weight in considering the wisdom of any action on the 
tariff question.,,3 
The Iowa Governor's views sometimes aroused the hostility of 
the out-oi-state business community. EmoI'1J English, a nel..spaperman 
and friend of the Governor's, sent him a letter that had been sent to 
English by a Philadelphia firm. The letter was decidedly anti-Cummins 
and the Governor considered it to be such a distortion of his views 
that he wrote to the company in rebuttal. The message had declared 
that Cummins favored "cheap foreign underpaid labor from Europe, rather 
Ill,oss to Cummins, December 30, 1902, qummins Papers, 
Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 7, File 28. 
2 1 P to CU!nm~ns t\larch 7, 1903, CumminsPostmaster-Genera ayne ..., ! 
Papers, Miscellaneous Correspondence, Box 8, File 32. 
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than protection to the American producer.ttl The message declared: 
"Governor Cummins does not realize that to open the tariff question 
• • • would rip open the whole subject, with its attendant paralysis 
of business; ......2 In his rebuttal, Governor Cummins pointedly 
retorted: "I have never written nor spoken anything from which my 
most malignant enemy could deduce the conclusion that you have 
expressed. I have been fighting for protection 
• • • for more than 
thirty years, and am fighting for it now. ,,3 
Another firm however, seemed to be on the side of the Governor. 
A post-card was sent to Cummins by a friend from Garner. The card 
was printed by Forman, Ford and Company of M.inneapolis and gave a 
brief paragraph against the high tariff protection given to the 
"trust" producing plate glass in America. 4 
Much of the business support for Cummins seemed to come from 
smaller enterprises. Perhaps these firms felt that their commercial 
prospects might be enhanced if tariff laws were enacted aimed at 
lEmory English to Cummins enclosing a letter from Justice, 
Bateman and Company, April 9, 1903, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. Justice, Bateman and Company were 
'1'1001 merohants. 
3cummins to Justice, Bateman and Company, April 13, 1903, 
Cummin~ Papers, 1etterbooks, Vol. 5· 
4 ' enclos 4 ng card from Forman, FordW. C. Amsden to Cumllilns ~ 
and Compa11Y, February 18, 1903, Cummins Papers, Miscellaneous 
Correspondence, Box 8, File 31. 
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the removal of' protection from the products of the 1 '
 
argar compan1.es.
 
Such removal might have placed the smaller firms 1.' , ,

n a more compet1.tlve 
position. However, these smaller businesses would also have to 
compete with the foreign products, but they might have reckoned the 
foreign competition to be of less importance than the giant domestic 
producers' ability to compete. No information was found as to what 
extent these firms were engaged in foreign trade. Perhaps these 
smaller companies sought to gain by sharing in expanded foreign trade 
and markets. Particularly, the Iowa firms engaged in meat-packing 
and the manufacture of farm machines evidenced a desire to share in 
the expansion of foreign markets. As already stated, the Tri-Ci ty 
Reciprocity League wanted reciprocity for indirect benefits. That 
is, if farmers sold more of their goods because of expanded reciprocity, 
the League, whose members were large producers of goods used by 
farmers, would beneti t too, because of the improvement of the farmers' 
prosperity. 
The Republican wrote in June, 1902, that firms urging reci­
proci ty w'ere actually free-traders. The editorial declared that New 
England manufacturers of boots and shoes, some branches of the steel 
industry, harvester trust, and Minneapolis mills wanted Canadian 
markets opened to their products by getting the United States to 
lower duties; not on what these firms produced, but on other products, 
especially farm products. In return, these manufaoturers expected the 
, 1· th d t' es on th·e O'oods made by theseCanad~an government to ower e u 1. b 
American oompanies. The article concluded by saying that such a 
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si tuation would "deprive the American farmer of the protection given 
him in the Dingley law, • • • • ,,1 
Thus the debate continued through 1904 and into 1905. In 
1904 the conservatives lTere celebrating a requiem for the "IOlia ldea ll 
and the liberals said they had gained a victory in the Republican 
national platform of 1904. Which of these positions were correct 
would have to await the passage of time for resolution. Even then, 
proponents of each view would probably argue to the contrary, if 
time seemed to have proven them wrong. 
1 Ods ReEublicBn, June 11, 1904.Edi torial in the ~dar !a;p:t ~ :;';;:A_;';';;";;";;--­
CHAPTER V 
AN APPRAISAL 
Observed from the span of six and one-half decades, the "Iowa 
Idea" appears as a "tempest in a teapot. If The arguments of 1902 to 
1904 among conservative and liberal Republicans over a tariff and 
reciprocity policy ~or the United States were bitter. Increasing 
~actiona1ism was a consequence for Imra Republioans. Yet, with all 
of the sound and fury, the tariff was not affected. Tariff changes 
did occur later, but in the years treated in this paper, the "Iowa 
Idea" did not directly alter the tariff or reciprooity policy of 
the United States. However, to the Republicans of early Twentieth 
Century Iowa, the controversy and its implications were very real. 
From muoh of the foregoing material the obvious fact emerges that 
the "idea" did possess divergent definitions, depending upon the 
interpreter. Governor Cummins should have been considered as the 
best qualified person to define the concept and from his letters 
and speeches, a. constant was found. 
The "Iowa Idea" did not stand for destruction of the pro­
tective tariff system. Repeatedly Governor Cummins asserted this 
fact plus his devotion to the protective prinoiple. In giVing his 
views to A. M. Case of Rockford, Iowa, Gummins declared that he was 
a "thorough-e,.I'Oing protectionist" but believed in tariff changes from 
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time to time to meet new conditione. l To the Economics Club of 
Boston he stated: 
• • • I am not speaking for free trade but for a 
more faithful, more equitable, more righte~us applicat'
of the doctrine of protection. lon 
• •• It seems to me that we have gone mad in our zeal 
for the seller, and have abandoned the buyer to the tender 
mercy of monopoly, combination and gread.2 
The last statement was made after the 1904 Republican National 
Convention and was not as strong as some of the Governor's earlier 
declarations. To the Hamilton Club of Chicago he had stated that 
duties on imported articles should be so levied as to control American 
markets, supply domestic needs, and provide work for American labor. 
To this statement, the Iowa Governor added: 
• •• It may be a high tariff or a low tariff or no 
tariff at all, and we shall change and modify every existing 
statute as often and as radically as the mutations of time 
and circumstance m~ require.) 
This assertion was clearly more outspoken than those made later, but 
does not indicate negation of protection. Later declarations of the 
Governor would prove that he was still in the Republican fold and not 
espousing Democratic doctrines as was so frequently charged by 
Cummins' detractors. 
1Cummina to A. M. Case, March 1-7, 1904, Cummins Pal?ers, 
Letterbooks, Vol. 9. 
2Speech to the Economics Club of Boston, November 9, 1905, 
CumminE Pa.!?!3rs, Telegrams and Speeches, Box 29, 1<'11e 114. 
3 tt e .po"l'.'lton Club of Chicago, n.d., CUllimins rapers,
. Speech to 1 l~'" AL 
Speeches, Box 30, File 118. 
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The Iowa Governor envisioned a fIerible tariff that would 
provide domestic protection where necessary and remove that protec­
tion when not needed. The concept, if one accepted Cummins' later 
assertions, was not to use the tariff to destroy the trusts or cure 
the evils of the trusts, but to restore effective competition in 
areas where competition no longer existed. The idea of preserving 
competition was found repeatedly in the Governor's statements, and he 
apparently felt its preservation or restoration would automatically 
ameliorate condi tiona whereby consumers were forcad to pay higher prices 
because of a lack of oompeti tion. However, the "Iowa Idea" originally 
did propose using the tariff to control the trusts. The 1901 and 
1902 platforms declared Iowa Republicans favored "any modifications 
of the tariff schedules that may be required to prevent their 
af'fording a sheltar to monopoly. III This was the position vigorously 
opposed by the conservatives and in the 1903 platform, the trusts were 
separated from the tariff. This suggested an evolution of the concept 
and of Cummins' thinking, since the Governor declared he wished to 
2
separate the tariff and the trusts. Af:3 the evolution progressed, 
the liberals shifted to the idea of regulation of the trusts to 
control whatever evil tendencies these aggregations might possess. 
2,. 44 ~ee p. ..• 
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The reciprocity that Cummins sought was to enlarge .American
 
markets "There possible. Such a course was to be f 11 d
 
o owe even if
 
some damage might be done to a small seament of A~eri b.
 
ou> J:>ill can USJ.ness. 
The logic behind such thinking was that the advantages of reciprocity 
would outweigh its disadvantages. 'liri ting to Albert Shaw of The 
Review of Reviews, Cummins declared: 
I believe, also, that greater scope should be given to 
the reciprocal idea, the fundamental object being to increase 
the amount of work to be done in our country, even if an 
occasional unimportant protected industry may go down or be 
injured by the treaty. 
I believe that I am a. more rigid protectionist than many 
who challenge my views, and I cannot but believe that the 
friends of protection, who are now standing against any 
sort of revision or change, are its worst enemies. l 
The "Iowa Ideal! could be defined as advocating: (1) flexible 
tariffs to provide protection where needed, and some type of control 
of competition without resorting to free trade or a tariff for 
revenue only, and (2) reciprooi ty aimed at enlarging American markets 
abroad with a minimum of domestic damage. 
Admittedly such a definition, being of a general nature, would 
allow for varying interpretations. The questions of determining where 
protection was necessary; when to control competition and how; and 
the enlargement of Amerioan markets with a minimum of domestic harm, 
did plague the Republicans of Iowa and the nation. Obviously some of 
lIt ('h 'U""'st b, 1°02, Cu.mmins Pa...pEn•s ,Cummins to A ber ;) aw, A 0"" -" -
Letterbooks, Vol. 2. 
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the enemies of Governor Cummins liould leap at the whole idea l'n 
anger, 
since "goodll Republicans believed the doctrine of protection deserv.ed 
unquestioned devotion_" To suggest a minimum of damage done to an 
American business through reciprocity was anathema to orthodox 
Republicans. "Good" Republicans did not talk about such subjects 
publicly, and even in private 1-Tere inclined to question the status 
quo circumspectly. Secretary Shaw and Congressman Lacey appeared 
obsessed with the phobia of a Republican taking up Democratic ideas, 
yet the Iowa Governor never suggested a tariff for revenue only, as 
the Democrats had done. The fear of impending economic catastrophe 
also hung like a "sword of Damocles" ov~r faithful Republicans at 
the hint of tariff revision. This fear was constantly evident in the 
letters of Shaw and Lacey. Finally, those who questioned Cummins' 
views, especially Senator Allison and J. W. Blythe, were fearful of 
factionalism cutting into Republican ranks With the obvious consequences 
to election possibilities for their party. 
Some enemies declared that Governor Cummins was a radical bent 
upon sore~~ing tariff reform for his benefit and to gain publicity in 
furthering his goal of becoming a United States Senator. Such a 
statement, however, is grossly inaccurate, for the Iowa Governor was 
far more than a political opportunist. Cummins' desire to become 
a Senator cannot be denied. Ona writer has stated that Cummins may 
have adjusted his tariff stand lfhen expedient but "did not abandon 
£ 
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his basic belief on the matter. III He believes th t . . 
a some of Cummlns'
 
acts may have seemed self-seeking since the Govern .
 
or was a pract~ca1 
man rather than an idealist, but that the Iowa liberal sought to 
achieve a balance between advancing his career and ach-ie' . 
... vJ.ng J.mprove­
2 
ments in government. 
Some of Cummins' opponents would attack his proposals as being 
evidence of economic naivete. Their argument was that his general 
remarks gave Iittle evidence of expertise in the complex field of 
tariff revision, and that to make glib suggestions was easy in com­
parison to specific applications. Yet, one might question the 
expertise of the detractors, as some were no more expert than was 
the Governor. The office of governor of a state might be questioned 
as not proViding a proper background for tariff reform ideas, but 
such an office would be no more strange in the field than that of 
being a. railroad attorney as was J. W. Blythe, one of Cummins' most 
vocal critics. 
'I'he general nature of the "IOlfa Idea" was one of its defects. 
Since the concept was not specific, many party leaders seemed to find 
its interpretation a basic responsibility. Cummins cOlwtant1y faced 
erroneous conceptions of the "Iowa Idea, II and tried to correct what 
he felt lv-ere misconstructions. The many newspapers, being politically 
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allied as they were 
with the conservative or liberal elements, added 
to the confusion by giving their interpretations according to their 
particular suasion. 
The personal animus of the conservatives towards Cummins and 
the "Iowa Idea" was recurrent, especially from Secretary of the 
Treasury Shaw and J. VI. Blythe. The "Iowa Idea" provided the basis 
upon which to attack the Governor and his recreant statements; and 
attack seemed necessary, since Cummins was regarded as a threat 
to the entrenched power of Shaw, Blythe and others. 
One might argue that the situation of having a general idea, 
subject to wide interpretation was politically advantageous, since 
an aspiring politician could be "all things to all people, II hiding 
behind the vagueness of the concept he was exposi ting. The study 
revealed no occasion of the Governor contradicting himself on 
important positions. There were some instances of retrenchment 
and modification when opposition seemed to demand such, as was 
indicated in the 1903 Iowa platform, although the Governor asserted 
that there ~i"as no retreat involved. However, to modify \qas not to 
abandon, and throughout the stud3 no evidence of reversal was found. 
As to the effect of the "Iowa Idea'! upon state and national 
affaire, the concept did demonstrate some influence. Obviously, the 
1m1a "political pot" ,H1S boiling through the years 1902 - 1904 
because of the "idea." The concept ,oms stated in the Republican 
state platforms of 1901 and 1902; reasserted, according to Governor 
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Cummins in 1903; but if a true reassertion, was modi'fl'ed . 
In expres­
sion; and ignored by 10\'1a Republioans in 1904. However, it was at 
least suggested in the Republioan national platform of 1904 insofar 
as there was a guarded reoogni tion of the need for tariff revision. 
Whether or not this "guarded reoogni tion" might have been termed a 
victory for the "Iowa Idea" would be a moot question. To the extent 
that the idea of ohange was mentioned, the assertion was a victory, 
but not a very great one, for victories are measured by achievement, 
not assertions. 
As time passed, however, tariff reform became a matter of 
inoreasing national agitation. In the presidential election of 1908, 
Taft went beyond the Republioan platform of that year, and pledged 
dmmward revision of the tariff. The Republican platform had only 
promised reVision, but had not specified What kind. The result of 
this agitation was the Payne-Aldrich measure which both Senators 
Dolliver and Cummins,1 along \'1i th other insurgents in the Senate, 
fought. 'l'hey oonsidered the Payne-Aldrich measure a deception for, 
althou~~ it reduoed rates, the bill provided for a change in the 
classification of goods thus negating most reductions. Undoubtedly 
this conservative-insurgent at-gument had some influenoe upon the 
split in the Republica~ party in 1912. 
1Allison died in August, 1908. Cummins defeated Lacey for 
·d t t' c' nate by thethe Republioan nomination and t'ms elect~' 0 ne.::le < 
Imm General Assembly, November 24, 1905. 
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Real victory for the "Iowa Idea" mi",l-.t be f d' 
e;,.u. oun ~n the 
Underwood,..Simmons bill of 1913. This measure provided for a significant 
101'fering of average duties and put many products on the free list. The 
bill removed protection from trust produced articles which Cummins 
had sought so many years earlier. l The Underwood Tariff Act was "the 
first significant lowering of the tariff wall since 1861,,,2 and the 
"Progressives" of Iowa deserved some of the credit for its passage 
as they were among the first to agitate this issue. 
In the book, ~-intellectualismin American li!2., Hofstadt.er 
has stated: 
The values of business and intellect are seen as 
eternally and inevitably at odds: on the one side, there 
is the money-centered or powel'-Centered man, who cares 
only about business and the dollar, about boosting and 
hollow optimism; on the other side, there are the men of 
critical intellect, who distrust American civilization 
and concern themselves uith q,ua.1ity and moral values.] 
Albert Baird Cummins probably could not be termed an intellectual, 
at least by Hofstadter's criteria, but this does not imply that he was 
not intelligent. In the milieu of the "Iowa Idea" he appeared as 
critical of some aspects of American business and concerned with 
certain moral values. Cummins did not distrust American civilization, 
IDaVid A. ShamlOn, Twentieth Centu!X .America (Chicago: Rand 
MoNally and Company, 1963), p. 54. 
3R;c.. hard Hofstadter Anti_intellectualism in American Life 
(New" Yori<:; Alfred A. K.nopf,J:9b'3), p. 234. 
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but felt the "Iowa Idea lf might bring some improvement to the 
business segment o~ that civilization. The achievement of this 
improvement and the form that it assumed would be open to question, 
but the attempt towards that goal cannot be denied. 
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editorial writer, or reporter. 
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APPENDIX A 
LETTER FROM A. B. CUNMlllS TO F. J. S11ALLEt'Y1 
• • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• • • • • • •
 
In 1902 we B~id, with regard to changes in the tariff, aWe 
favor such changes. J.n the tariff from time to time as becomes c;;;r-. hIgh th f' ;- . . :VJ.sa ethrou~ e Erog;resB,o our industries and their chaniing z:elations 
to the commerce of tne world." 
. ~[e said this year that! IITariff rates enacted to cerrY this 
polJ.cy ~ntoeffect should be ~ust , fair, and impartial equally opposed 
toforeJ.gn control and domestJ.c monOpoly, to sectional discrimination 
and individual favoritism, and must from. time to time be changed to 
meet the v§!£Ying conditiona incident to the progress of our industries 
and their changing rela.tions to our foreign and domestic commerce. If 
Tell me now frankly l'lhich is the stronger. Last year we simply 
said, nl·Te favor such changes as become advisable through the prowse 
of our indus tries. 11 This year 11e say that tariff rates IIMUST from 
time to time be cha.n&!d to meet the varying conditions incident, II etc. 
Cor£erning the relation of the tariff to monopolies, we said
 
last year, "We favor such amendment of the interstate commerce act as
 
Ifill more fully car!X out its prohibition of discriminations in rate
 
making a,.nd any modification of the tariff schedules that may be
 
required to ,;prevent their affordinga shelter to monopoly."
 
This year we said, IITariff' rates enacted to carry this polie.! 
1ntoeffeot should be just, fair,and impartial, eQually opposed to 
forei.B:!} control and domestic monopol.l.1I 
Will you tell me what more emphatic declaration could be made 
than the one that, "Tariff rates should be opposed to domestic 
monopoly'?" ~(hat is the difference between saying that they must be 
Opposed to monopoly, and saying that we do not want them to shelter 
monopoly? 
Last year we said on reciprocity, "We endorse the policy of 
reciprocity as the natural complement of protect~on, and urge l~S . 
deVeIopnlenTliS necessary ';0· the reabzahon of our highest commercnal 
posBfbiII ties. ­
1 0'>. 10.. 0 1., Cummins P.B.pel's, Letterbooks,Cummins -to ;3malle;'{, July , _ J ­v -
Vol. b. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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This year we said, "We. endorse the Eolicy of ." " 1 t f .. - rec~proc~ ty as1the natura com emen 0 Protection. Reci roci t between nations 
is trade for mutual advantage and b~th sides must give and t~. fI 
• •• I have been saying, ••• that if we are to ha ' 
stantial reciprocity, we must give as well as take v1ehsuo­
" . • ••• avehad put into th~s platform my exact language on this point and' t 
ep 1n d ~is an 1mmense. s t" a vance. ' 
The truth is that our platform this year is as clear and specific 
as platforms can be. We do not declare that the next Congress should.­
take up the "'YlOrk of revision, nor could we. It is not the business 
of a platform to do more than set forth principles and policies. You 
will observe, however, that we do not say that revision should be 
postponed until after the presidential election. ••• but I do 
object to the general characterization of the platform simply because 
it is easy to put upon a man like Allison the charge of being mean­
ingless. While Senator Allison approved this platform, and stood 
for it, I am its author in every essential respect, and the criticism 
you make should fall upon me rather than upon Allison. ••• Two 
classes of persons, utterly dissimilar in their motives, have com­
bined to put a misconstruction upon the platform; first, men like 
yourself, liho honestly want something done and who may be disap­
pointed in that our statements were not more radical than they are, 
and persons who v,ant to make it appear that the men with whom I have 
been fighting have been whipped. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
APP1"1JDIX B 
PORTIONS OF THE 1904 IOWA REPUBLICAN PLATFOffi,11 
• . . .' . • • • • • • • • • • • 
6. We believe in the protective tariff which builds American 
factories, makes possible great and small American industries and 
gives employment to American labor. We believe in the American home 
market for the products of American farmB, factories and shops. We 
believe it unwise to legislate in a manner to provoke American indus­
tries to making war upon each other. Under the protective system 
newly inaugurated in 1897, the country has enjoyed unusual prospe;ity. 
Protective duties have kept work and wages at home and have furnished 
the revenue with which to pay the expenses of a foreign war, to 
rebuild the navy, to enlarge and newly equip the army, to extend our 
coast defenses and have made possible the Nation's expansion. For­
tified by the advantages and benefits of a great home market the 
American manufacturers have thus had the courage and the capital with 
which to invade foreign markets. Our tariff system by giving assur­
ance to the world that the revenues are ample has advanced the cred!t 
of our people into lenders instead of borrowers. tie declare for 
faithful adherence to this system which found its highest fulfillment 
in laws bearing the na.mes of William McKinley and Nelson Dingley. 
7. ife are in favor of reciprocity in non-eompeti tive products 
only. 
8. We are opposed to trusts and combines, of whatever nature, 
organized to extort undue and exorbitant profits from the people. lie 
rejoice in the success of President Roosevelt in his effo;ts.to 
enforce in the courts the laws of Congress made to curb tne 1.IDproper 
exercise of pOi"!sr by these great organizations. 
• • • • • • • • e _ •
. . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Secret8...ry oflIO'tva Official Ret'?j,ister of 120.:2., (Des rc1oines: 
State, 1905), p. 247. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
.APPENDIX C
 
PORTIONS OF THE 1904 REPUBLICAN lUTIOlUL PLATFORMI 
Protection to American Industries 
Protection which guards and develops our industries is a 
cardinal principle of the party. The measure of protection should 
always at least equal the difference in the cost of production at 
home and abroad. We insist upon the maintenance of the principle of 
protection, and therefore rates of duty should be readjusted only 
when conditions have so changed that the public interest demands 
their alteration, but this work can not be safely committed to any 
other hands than those of the Republican party. To entrust it to 
the Democratic party is to invite disaster. Whether, as in 1892, the 
Democratic party declares the protective tariff unconstitutional, and 
whether it demands tariff reform or tariff revisions, its real object 
is alw~s the destruction of the protective system. However specious 
the name, the purpose is ever the same. A Democratic tariff has 
always been folloi"!'ed by business adversity. A Republican tariff by 
business prosperity. To a Republican Congress and a Republican 
President this great question can be safely entrusted. When the only 
free trade country among the great nations agitates a return to pro­
tection, the chief protective country should not falter in maintaining 
it .. 
F'oreign Markets Extended 
We have extended widely our foreign markets, and we believe in 
the adoption of all practicable methods for their further extension, 
includi~g commercial reciprocity wherever reciprocal.arrangem~ntsc~u 
be effected consistent with the principle of protect~on and w~thout 
injUry to American agriculture, American labor or any American 
industry. 
. ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
 
Secretary of110101a Offioiaf:. Register E! 19°5., (Des 1.10ines: 
State, 1905), pp. 241-43. 
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Combinations of Capital and labor 
CQmbinations of' ca.pital and of labor are the reaults of the 
economio movements of the age, but neither must be permitted to 
infringe upon the rights and interesta of the p&Qple. Such combina­
tions when lawfully -formed £01' lawi'"ll purposes are alike entitled 
"'0 the proteotion of the laws, but both are subject to the lawa 
" ~.. »4<'> 'I-.··'t1.­and neither oan va perm.:L't ..eo" to l.11'ewtu6m• 
• ,. ........ ••• it *' • ..
 
# • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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APPENDIX D 
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S SECOnD ANNUAL IvlESSAGE TO CONGRESSI 
One proposit~on advocated has bean the reduction of the tariff
 
as a means of reach1ng the evils of the trusts which fall wi thi th
 
category I have described. llot merely 'Would this be wholly l'nenff et ,
'f '. ec 1ve,dibut the verS10n 0 our efforts 1n such a direction would mean the 
abandonment of all intelligent attempts to do awa:y with these evils. 
• •• The only relation of the tariff to the big corporations as a 
..Thole is tha.t the tariff makes manufactures profitable and the tariff 
remedy proposed 'YlOuld be in effect simply to make manufactures 
unprofi table. To remove the tariff as a punitive measure directed 
against trusts would inevitably result in ruin to the weaker 
competi tors who are struggling against them. Our aim should not 
be by unuise tariff changes to give foreign products the adv.a.ntage 
over domestio produots, but by proper regulation to give domestic 
competi tion a fair chance; and this cannot be reached by any tariff 
changes which would affect all domestic competitors, good and bad 
alike. The question of the regulation of the trusts stands apart 
from the question of tariff revision. 
• • • -we combine a system which will permit us from time to 
time to make the necessa:r;y' reapplication of' the principle to the 
shifting national needs. ••• The first consideration ••• is, 
the prinoiple of putting American business interests at least on a 
full aqua.Ii ty with interests abroad, and of allowing a sufficient 
ra.te of duty to more than cover the difference between the labor 
cos t here and abroad • • • • 
One 'tfay in i'rhich the readjustment sought can be reached is ~Y 
reoiprooi ty treaties. It is greatly to be desired that such tr~at1es 
mavr be a.dopted. They can be used to Widen our markets and to gJ.ve 
a greater field for the activities of our producers on the o~e hand, 
and on the other hand to seoure in practica.l shape the lower2ng of' 
duties when they are no longer needed for protection among our own 
. , d d be dis,..et=rded for<l'\Tpeople or when the m1n2mum of amage one m~ - ~-
, . d
the sake of the maximum good accompl1she • 
1.. Governor and President 
Ifheodore Roooevel t , State ~apers TI -d Hermann Hagedorn. 
(Vol. XV of The H,orlf£ .9i The~dore llo~se~e L: ~ori bner' s Sons,
 
20 vols., National adi tion; Neli'r York. tihar e
 
1926), pp. 144-45.
 
APPENDIX E 
RESOLUTIONS QIi' THE lim.n; MARKET CLUB OF BOSTONl 
(Strictly Private.) 
"Against Competitive Reciprocity, and in
 
Favor of Preserving Existing
 
COnditions. If
 
"Proposed for Adoption by Home Market Club, April 3, 19°3.11 
"rlhereas, There seems to be a well defined attempt in
 
Massachusetts as viell as in lOlla to commit the Republioan Party to
 
the advocacy of reciprocity treaties in competitive products; to the
 
removal of duties on so-called raw materials; and to a general
 
reduction of protective duties: Therefore the Home }1a:rket Club
 
desires to place itself on record by the following resolutions:
 
1. He consider the great prosperity of the country under the
 
Dingley Tariff as fully justifying that tariff and the protective
 
policy behind it.
 
2. Vie accept the policy of reciprocity in non-competing 
products as laid clmm in the last Republican national Platform, but 
we are un al terably opposed to reciproc i ty in competing products, or to 
destroying the home market for one American industI"J for the sake of 
enlarging the foreign market of another.* 
3. We believe that the producers of so-called rali materials 
are as much enti tIed to reasonable protection as the makers of 
finished [,l"Qods. and .;le are sure that a removal of proteotion from 
the one class ~f products i'[ill precede but a 1ittle its removal from 
the other also. 
4. tie believe that a general reduotion of the tariff, ~~tead 
of being an advantage to the community, lIQuId be a great Oalanull~ -­
unsettling business, throwing labor out of employment, and reduClng 
"rageo. 
5. 1'[e do not believe the people as a whole have yet fol'­
gotten the re"'ults of the tariff revision of 1893 - 4 and we. alSO 
W . '1. vnerlment•do not believe "that they desire to try another SlIDl ar e-r • 
IE·' N FtC's· Ap-l'l 3 1903, Cummins lapel's,
• • • i OSS 0 UUlilllU·,.ti. -'" , 
Misoellaneous Correspondence, Box 9, File 33. 
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6. This club is not a political organization and it 
considers no party entitled to its support that does'not stand for 
the cardinal principles of protection as a dootrine of National 
policy­
*After declaring strongly for proteotion, the Republioan 
National Platform of 1900 reads: nioTe favor the assooia.ted policy of 
reciproci ty so directed as to open our markets on favorable terms for 
what we do not ourselves produce in return for free foreign markets." 
